Our Ref: FOI 1245

23 January 2019

Dear
Freedom of Information Request - Reference No: FOI 1245
Thank you for the below Freedom of Information Request.
REQUEST
Please can you supply any documents, communications and details that were used by the author
to create the report on the Sheffield Tree Protests.
On 16 November I wrote to you asking you to let me know if there is something specific you were
particularly interested in as I may be able to provide the information more promptly.
On 12 December you replied:
I am still interested in all documents and materials used to write the report but in particular, in this
first instance, would like to be supplied with any information relating to published allegations of
'violent tactics' being used by tree protesters.
How many reports of 'violent tactics' have been received?
Who reported these incidents, by what method?
When were they reported?
Were they recorded, do they have incident numbers?
What investigations were done to ascertain the truthfulness of the claims and what were the
results?
I hope this helps to narrow down your initial search.
I am aware that SYP have released Op Testate and Op Quito communications but these do not
cover my request.

RESPONSE
To enable me to respond to your initial request I contacted the Chair of the Advisory Panel for
Policing Protests and the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s Community Engagement
and Communications Manager who led on this piece of work in the office. Please find attached
documents, communications and details that were used to create the independent report on the
Sheffield Tree Protests.

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk

Section 17 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 requires South Yorkshire Police, when refusing
to provide such information (because the information is exempt), to provide you the applicant with
a notice which:
a. states that fact,
b. specifies the exemption in question and
c. states (if that would not otherwise be apparent) why the exemption applies.
Relevant exemptions considered:
Section 21 – ‘Information reasonably accessible by other means’ is engaged, because a
number of documents are publicly available. Some links have been included in the document in
the index to further assist.
Section 40 (2) Personal Information
This is an absolute exemption and therefore a Public Interest Test is not relevant.
However, for clarity, I will explain my rationale for engaging this exemption. Section 40(2) provides
that information is exempt if it is the personal data of someone other than the applicant and
disclosure would breach any of the data protection principles. The term ‘personal data’ means
data that relates to a living individual who can be identified.
Section 31 (1) (a) (b) (g) Law Enforcement
31(1) Information which is not exempt information by virtue of section 30 is exempt information if its
disclosure under this Act would, or would likely to prejudice –
(a) the prevention or detection of crime
(b) the apprehension or prosecution of offenders
(g) the exercise by any public authority of its functions for any of the purposes specified in
subsection (2)
This exemption is qualified and prejudice based. The authority has to consider and describe the
harm that would occur if a full disclosure of information was released.
Section 31 provides a prejudice based exemption which protects a variety of law enforcement
interests. It is subject to the Public Interest Test.
Section 38 (1) (a) (b) Health and Safety
Information is exempt information if its disclosure under this Act would, or would be likely to –
(a) endanger the physical or mental health of any individual, or
(b) endanger the safety of any individual
Material in the course of completion, unfinished documents and incomplete data (regulation
12 (4) (d) - Environmental Information Regulations
For the purposes of paragraph (1) (a), a public authority may refuse to disclose information to the
extent that –
(c) the request relates to material which is still in the course of completion, to unfinished
documents to incomplete data

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk

Overall Harm
In considering whether or not this information should be disclosed, consideration has been given to
the potential harm to members of the public and police officers that would be caused by disclosure.
The police service is charged with enforcing the law, preventing and detecting crime and protecting
the communities it serves. The general public are also aware that modern day policing is
intelligence led and changes on a day to day basis. Some of the information you request relates to
operational policing tactics which if released would impact negatively on future law enforcement
responsibilities. There would also be a future impact on the ability of South Yorkshire Police to
keep the general public and police officers safe affecting its ability to fulfil its core function of law
enforcement.
Harm and Public Interest Test
Section 31 - Considerations favouring disclosure


Accountability and Use of Public Funds: There is a legitimate public interest in knowing
that the Force fulfils its policing functions effectively and efficiently in dealing with particular
type of offences and incidents.

Section 31 - Considerations favouring non-disclosure


Impact on police resources: Police resources and the Force’s ability to operate effectively
and efficiently, would be directly affected. This information would be manipulated by those
with criminal intent and compromise police deployment, tactics and capabilities.

Section 38 – Considerations favouring disclosure



The public would be reassured that safety in the community is important to the police
Disclosure would lead to a better awareness of the community in relation to the policing of
protests, and more people may be prepared to come forward with further intelligence

Section 38 – Considerations favouring non-disclosure




Disclosure would provide people intent on criminal means the knowledge to be able to find
alternative ways of committing further offences. This would compromise safety of the
public and officers
Future operations would be compromised

Regulation 12 – Considerations favouring disclosure


Additional information would be provided to the public

Regulation 12 – Considerations favouring non-disclosure

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk



Disclosure would distract public debate away from the substantive issues that the
information relates to. Instead debate would focus on secondary issues such as
deficiencies in the information or the differences between a draft and a final version

Balancing Test
I have carefully considered your request for information. The key test when considering the public
interest is to establish whether in all the circumstances of the request, the public interest in
disclosing the information is not outweighed by that in maintaining the exemption.
The Tree felling programme attracted a great deal of public and media interest which included
criticism of SYP. The Police and Crime Commissioner asked for an independent report, which was
released into the public domain. The purpose of the report was to review and assess South
Yorkshire Police’s approach to the policing of the ongoing protests in relation to the Sheffield City
Council / Amey ‘Streets Ahead’ programme.
The police service is charged with enforcing the law, the prevention and detection of crime and
protecting the public. Whilst there is a public interest in the transparency of policing functions and
operations and also providing assurance that the police service is appropriately and effectively
resourced in order to enforce the law, there is also a strong public interest in safeguarding the
public in the communities they live and work.
I am of the opinion that a strong reason for withholding information is that of compromising police
tactics and capabilities in relation to policing protests for the future.
Request received on 12 December 2018
In relation to your additional request sent on 12 December 2018. The Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner does not hold this information; therefore, the response is one of ‘no
information held’.
South Yorkshire Police may hold some of the information you seek, please let me know if you
would like me to transfer your request to South Yorkshire Police.
If you are unhappy with the way your request for information has been handled, you can request
an internal review by emailing this office.
If you remain dissatisfied with the handling of your request or complaint, you have a right to appeal
to the Information Commissioner at:
The Information Commissioner's Office,
Wycliffe House,
Water Lane,
Wilmslow,
Cheshire, SK9 5AF.
Telephone: 08456 306060 or 01625 545745
Website: www.ico.gov.uk

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk

Yours sincerely
Sally Parkin
Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

28 December 2018 14:18
Sally Parkin
FW: URGENT Protest Panel Teleconference

Importance:

High

From: Fiona Topliss
Sent: 26 February 2018 17:10
To:
; 'Michael L'; Linda Christon; Sahir Ali; Saghir Alam 2
Cc:
Subject: URGENT Protest Panel Teleconference
Importance: High

Dear Panel Member
Apologies for the very short notice but I have been asked, on behalf of Andrew Lockley to convene a teleconference
of the Advisory Panel for Policing Protests in relation to the tree protests in Sheffield.
The Force has asked the Panel to undertake an urgent piece of work to review and observe it’s handling of the
dispute between the protestors and Amey and to produce an independent report.
The Panel has been asked to review briefings,, the Force’s tactical plan, public information provided by the Force
and to undertake observation of protests. This work will need to be undertaken over the following seven days.
Please could you indicate your availability to participate in a teleconference (the number will be circulated once
members have confirmed) at 4pm on Thursday 1 March.
A meeting to discuss the work undertaken will need to take place on either Thursday 8 March or Friday 9 March at
4pm – please could you also indicate your availability to attend.
A confidential copy of the tactical plan will be made available to you in advance of the teleconference and a short
briefing of the current situation will be provided on the call. The purpose of the call will be to task out the review to
members, depending on availability over the next ten days.
Please could you confirm availability ASAP and copy in

to your response.

Many Thanks
Fiona

Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
1

Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner

2

Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

28 February 2018 15:49
'
'; '
'
'
Fiona Topliss
FW: Trees - tactical Plan
Op Quito Tactical Plan - Ver 8.docx

'; '

';

Dear All,
Please find attached and see the below email.

Kind regards

South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner
Carbrook House
5 Carbrook Hall Road
Sheffield
S9 2EH (S9 2EG for SatNav)
Tel:
Website: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow onFacebookandTwitter (@SYPCC)
From: Fiona Topliss
Sent: 28 February 2018 15:32
To:
Subject: FW: Trees - tactical Plan

Dear Members
Please see email below from Supt Paul McCurry and the attached tactical plan – please note that this document has
been sent to you via secure mail and is OFFICIAL & SENSITIVE and should only be read by yourselves and not
circulated further.
This will form part of the teleconference tomorrow –
tomorrow.

will circulate the telephone number to dial in from

Regards
Fiona

From: PAUL MCCURRY [mailto:
Sent: 28 February 2018 15:11
To: DAVID HARTLEY; Fiona Topliss
Subject: RE: Trees - tactical Plan

]

1

Hi Fiona,
Please find attached my latest Tactical Plan.
I will summarise key activity since the operation re-commenced:
Monday 26th February 2018

Tuesday 27th February 2018

Wednesday 28th February 2018

At this stage we have suspended activity for tomorrow due to storm Emma and will re-commence on Friday.
Please let me know if you need anything further.

Kind Regards,
Paul
Paul McCurry
Superintendent

Paul McCurry MCMI
Superintendent Neighbourhoods and Partnerships
Sheffield LPU Command Team
Attercliffe Police Station
60 Attercliffe Common
2

Sheffield
S9 2AD

A:
Website address www.southyorks.police.uk

Follow me on twitter @Suptpmccurry

From: DAVID HARTLEY
Sent: 28 February 2018 09:35
To: Fiona Topliss
<
Subject: RE: Trees - tactical Plan

>; PAUL MCCURRY
>

Fiona
Paul is briefed and expecting the contact. Please do stipulate the plan is an official and sensitive document which is
not for further distribution.
Paul – can you forward to Fiona, the very latest tactical plan (including my revisions to strategy) and pass a brief
status update of the activities since highway maintenance re-commenced.
Thanks
David
David Hartley
Assistant Chief Constable
Local Policing
Police Headquarters
Carbrook House
Carbrook Hall Road
Sheffield
S9 2EH (S9 2EG for sat nav)
Email:
Twitter: @SYPDavidHartley
From: Fiona Topliss [mailto:
Sent: 27 February 2018 16:25
To: DAVID HARTLEY <
Subject: Trees - tactical Plan

]
>

Hi Dave
Would you be able to forward me a copy of the tactical plan for the trees as discussed yesterday? I have confirmed
with our Information Officer and we are able to send this securely via Egress to those members who will be involved
in the work.
3

The Protest Panel will be holding a teleconference to discuss the work on Thursday at 3pm. I will confirm but the
meeting of the Protest panel is looking likely to take place at 4.30pm next Friday – possibly at
Can you advise when you have briefed Paul McCurry and I will contact him regarding making the arrangements for
observation. Alan has indicated that he would also like to undertake observation alongside myself.
Regards
Fiona
Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner

SYP Alerts offers information about local policing issues by text, email or voice message. Sign-up now at
www.sypalerts.co.uk #SignMeUp

SYP Alerts offers information about local policing issues by text, email or voice message. Sign-up now at
www.sypalerts.co.uk #SignMeUp

SYP Alerts offers information about local policing issues by text, email or voice message. Sign-up now at
www.sypalerts.co.uk #SignMeUp

4

Advisory Panel for Policing Protests
Teleconference – 1 March 2018
Police Handling of Tree Protests

Purpose of Teleconference
The teleconference was arranged for members of the Advisory Panel for Policing Protests
(APPP) to undertake a piece of work to look at, and report back on, South Yorkshire Police’s
(SYP) role in policing the tree protests in Sheffield. The work is being undertaken at the joint
request of the Force and of the PCC, and will be completed as soon as practicable.
Points of Discussion
1) Background
Fiona Topliss (FT) provided background on the protests.
2) Terms of Reference
Draft Terms of Reference (ToR), prepared by the OPCC, were discussed and amended
slightly – attached.
3) Tasks for APPP Members
The following tasks/actions were agreed:
South Yorkshire Police to be asked to provide a written briefing of the background and
current position.
Action: Fiona Topliss to speak to Supt Paul McCurry
To obtain a copy of the Force’s Media Plan in relation to the operation and provide to APPP
Members.
Action: Fiona Topliss
A review to be undertaken of the Force’s social media posts and interactions from members
of the public.
Action: Sahir Ali
A review to be undertaken of the media statements of SYP, PCC, Sheffield City Council and
Amey for background.
Action: Linda Christon
A meeting to be arranged between Andrew Lockley and Supt Paul McCurry (Silver
Command) as soon as possible.
Action: Fiona Topliss
Andrew Lockley and Saghir Alam to each observe the Silver 8am briefing and be present to
observe at Bronze/on the ground.

Action: Fiona Topliss /

to arrange dates

A review to be undertaken of the Force’s Tactical Plan.
Action: Andrew Lockley and Saghir Alam

4) OPCC Support
Hard copies of the Tactical Plan to be printed and delivered to Andrew Lockley and Saghir
Alam.
Action: Fiona Topliss to arrange

5) Managed Publicity
It was agreed that no proactive media would be undertaken until the report is produced and
ready for publication. Once the report is published a press release will be prepared and
media interviews organised.
Action: Fiona Topliss
A holding statement to be prepared in case any media enquiries are received before the
publication of the report.
Action: Fiona Topliss
AOB:
A face-to-face meeting of the APP has been scheduled for 5pm on Friday 9 March at
Carbrook, with a further meeting to be scheduled for late afternoon on Monday 19 March.
Action:

Advisory Panel on Policing Protests
Terms of Reference - Sheffield Trees Assessment of
Policing
To observe and assess South Yorkshire Police’s (SYP) approach to the policing of the
ongoing protests in relation to the Sheffield City Council / Amey ‘Streets Ahead’
programme. Specifically:
1. To provide independent support and challenge to SYP in its handling of the
protests and the actions of both Amey contractors and the protestors.
2. To make an assessment as to whether SYP’s approach to policing the protests
is fair and proportionate in relation to balancing the policy of Sheffield City
Council (delivered through its contractor ‘Amey’) with the right to peaceful
protest and the rights of residents to go about their day-to-day business.
3. To make comments (and recommendations, if required) on the effectiveness of
the engagement of SYP with all parties and the wider community.
4. To assure the PCC, if appropriate, that SYP is policing fairly and proportionately
in relation to the ongoing protests and is effectively engaging with all parties to
explain their actions, including with the wider community.

Membership
Chair – Andrew Lockley
Saghir Alam
Sahir Ali
Linda Christon

Dr Alan Billings
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner
1 March 2018

Advisory Panel on Policing Protests
Terms of Reference - Sheffield Trees Assessment of
Policing
To observe and assess South Yorkshire Police’s (SYP) approach to the policing of the
ongoing protests in relation to the Sheffield City Council / Amey ‘Streets Ahead’
programme. Specifically:
1. To provide independent support and challenge to SYP in its handling of the
protests.
2. To make an assessment as to whether SYP’s approach to policing the protests
is fair and proportionate in relation to balancing the policy of Sheffield City
Council (delivered through its contractor ‘Amey’) with the right to peaceful
protest and the rights of residents to go about their day-to-day business.
3. To report to the PCC about SYP’s policing of the ongoing protests and in
particular:
a) whether the policing is fair and proportionate; and
b) whether SYP is effectively engaging with all parties to explain their actions,
including with the wider community.

Membership
Chair – Andrew Lockley
Saghir Alam
Sahir Ali
Linda Christon

Dr Alan Billings
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner
1 March 2018

ACTION SCHEDULE
Advisory Panel on Policing Protests – Op Quito Review
(Updated following meeting – latest update shown in bold)

No. Date
1

Actions

01/03/2018 South Yorkshire Police to be
asked to provide a written briefing
of the background and current
position.

Owner

Updates

Status

F Topliss /
Supt P
McCurry

Fiona Topliss spoke with Supt Paul McCurry
following the teleconference and emailed
request for briefing on 02/03/2018

Ongoing

PM agreed to provide A Lockley with a
verbal briefing of the history on Tuesday and
F Topliss to capture a bullet point history
and circulate to Panel members afterwards.
02/03/2018

2

3

01/03/2018 Obtain a copy of the SYP Media
Plan for Op Quito

01/03/2018 A review to be undertaken of the
Force’s social media posts and
interactions from members of the
public.

F Topliss

S Ali

Action: F Topliss to circulate once available
Copy of Media Plan requested from
(Corp Comms) 02/03/2018
Action: F Topliss to forward to L Christon once
received
F Topliss requested a list of all the Force’s
social media accounts that have been
proactively providing operational updates.
02/03/2018
Action: F Topliss to forward to S Ali once
received

Awaiting receipt of
Media Plan

Awaiting list of social
media accounts

4

01/03/2018 A review to be undertaken of the
media statements of SYP, PCC,
Sheffield City Council and Amey
for background.

L Christon

F Topliss requested copies of all SYP media
statement issued in relation to the operation
02/03/2018

Awaiting receipt of
SYP media
statements

Action: F Topliss to forward to L Christon once
received, along with PCC, Amey and Sheffield
City Council statements
PCC & SCC statement sent to L Christon
02/03/2018
01/03/2018 A meeting to be arranged between F Topliss
Andrew Lockley and Supt Paul
McCurry (Silver Command) as
soon as possible.
01/03/2018 Andrew Lockley and Saghir Alam
F Topliss
to each observe the Silver 8am
briefing and be present to observe
at Bronze/on the ground.

Complete 01/03/2018 – meeting arranged for
Tuesday 6 March at 2pm

Complete

P McCurry agreed to facilitate observations
by 2 Panel members next week. 01/03/2018

Awaiting
confirmation of dates
from Panel members
before finalising

7

01/03/2018 A review to be undertaken of the
Force’s Tactical Plan.

A Lockley /
S Alam

A Lockley & S Alam to undertake individual
reviews of the Tactical Plan and consult
each other next week. 01/03/2018

Ongoing

8

01/03/2018 Hard copies of Tactical Plan to be
made available for A Lockley & S
Alam

F Topliss

F Topliss to make arrangements for both to
receive hard copies of the Tactical Plan

9

01/03/2018 A holding statement to be
prepared in case any media
enquiries are received before the
publication of the report.

F Topliss

F Topliss to prepare w/c 05/03/2018

Complete Delivered to S Alam
by hand & sent via
secure delivery to A
Lockley 02/03/2018
Ongoing

5

6

10

01/03/2018 It was agreed that no proactive
media would be undertaken until
the report is produced and ready
for publication. Once the report is
published a press release will be
prepared and media interviews
organised.

F Topliss

F Topliss to draft release once report
produced

Ongoing

11

01/03/2018 Meeting to be arranged for 9
March

F Topliss

Complete

12

01/03/2018 Meeting to be arranged for
19/03/2018

Meeting confirmed and invites sent for
meeting 9 March at 5pm at Carbrook
01/03/2018
Agreed to arrange a meeting around Linda’s
availability to attend on 19/03/2018
Update 02/03/2018:A Lockley not available
on 19/03/2018 to arrange for 21/03/2018 –
awaiting confirmation from L Christon that
this is acceptable

Ongoing

Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Fiona Topliss
22 October 2018 14:38
Erika Redfearn
FW: Trees - Media Releases
PCC If Asked Statement January 2018.docx; PCC Rustlings Road - Yorks Post
Request for Comment Dec 2016.docx; PCC Tree Felling Rustlings Road - Nov
2016.docx; PCC Tree Statement 3 March 2017.docx; Sheff CC 5 July 2017.docx; Sheff
CC 5 Oct 2017.docx; Sheff CC 17 November 2017.docx; Sheff CC 18 July 2017.docx;
Sheff CC 21 Feb 2018.docx; Sheff CC 23 Feb 2018.docx

Email 4 of info for Linda to review
From: Fiona Topliss
Sent: 02 March 2018 15:20
To: Linda Christon
Subject: Trees - Media Releases

Hi Linda
I have requested the SYP Media Plan and all their statements (I don’t think there are many) from Corporate Comms
and will forward to you as soon as I receive them. In the mean time attached are the PCC’s statements that have
been issued and the Sheffield Council statements – whilst these aren’t within the review I thought they may be
useful for background.
If you need anything else please give me a shout.
Hope the weather hasn’t hit you too hard down there!
Thanks
Fioa

Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner

1

MEDIA STATEMENT
Sheffield Trees – Statement to be issued on request

Dr Alan Billings, South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner said: “The policing of any
protest is an operational matter and one that South Yorkshire Police will plan and implement,
based on the intelligence received.
“Police officers in attendance at any protest are there to ensure that the protests stay
peaceful and that people can go about their lawful business.”
There can be no further comment due to on-going legal proceedings.

Ends

For more information please contact:
Samantha Mawson, Senior Communications Officer
Tel:
Mobile:
Email:
Or Fiona Topliss, Community Engagement & Communications Manager
Tel:
Mobile:
Email:
Office of the South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner, Carbrook House,
Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH

MEDIA STATEMENT
Date:

21 December 2016

Response to Nick Clegg - Yorkshire Post
Dr Alan Billings, South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner, said: “I have said before
that I do not believe the police should have been put in a position where they were drawn
into the operation on Rustlings Road. Equally, I do not think it is very responsible to use the
kind of emotional and exaggerated language that has been used with respect to police
involvement.
“The job of the police is to keep the peace and to protect people from harm and we should
do everything we can to support them.”

Ends
For more information please contact:
Samantha Mawson, Communications Officer
Tel:
Mobile:
Email:
Or Fiona Topliss, Community Engagement & Communications Manager
Tel:
Mobile:
Email:
Office of the South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner, Carbrook House,
Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH

MEDIA STATEMENT
Date:

17 November 2016

Tree Felling Rustling Road

Dr Alan Billings, South Yorkshire Police & Crime Commissioner, said: “The decision to fell
trees was taken by Sheffield City Council. The police can offer advice, but decisions
around timing and the closure of roads are likewise matters for the city council. The only
role of the police is to ensure that law and order is upheld and the public are protected,
which is an operational decision for the Chief Constable.
“My role is to hold him to account for any decisions he takes.”

Ends

Ends
For more information please contact:
Samantha Mawson, Communications Officer
Tel:
Mobile:
Email:
Or Fiona Topliss, Community Engagement & Communications Manager
Tel:
Mobile:
Email:
Office of the South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner, Carbrook House,
Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH

MEDIA STATEMENT
Date:

3 March 2017
Statement from Dr Alan Billings

Dr Alan Billings South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner said:
“Tree replacement is a policy of Sheffield City Council and its implementation a matter
between the council and its residents.
“It is part of a larger programme to renew all Sheffield's roads and pavements, and manage
its roadside trees in a way that ensures that future maintenance can be effectively
undertaken.
“The policy had cross-party support at the time: everyone wanted the potholes filled in.
“The police should not be drawn into delivery of the policy, as they were when they knocked
on doors in the early hours on Rustlings Road. This was a matter for the city council and its
contactors, as I said at the time.
“Of course, the police are inevitably involved when a breach of the peace or criminal offence
is threatened.
“I have discussed repeatedly with the Chief Constable and senior officers, the use of the
trade union legislation.
"All now accept the Crown Prosecution Service’s decision not to prosecute. But more
importantly, the police should not be put in a position where they risk eroding the
community's trust and confidence in them and where they are repeatedly having to commit
resources that would be better spent fighting crime.
"This week I held a joint meeting with the police and the council and the council assured me
that they are happy to continue to meet the protest leaders."
Ends
For more information please contact:
Samantha Mawson, Senior Communications Officer
Tel:
Mobile:
Email:

Office of the South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner, Carbrook House,
Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH

Our plans for street tree replacement on
Rivelin Valley Road
Tree works are commencing on Rivelin Valley Road as part of the Streets Ahead street tree
replacement programme. Of the 528 trees on Rivelin Valley Road only 23 are set to be replaced as
part of the programme- around 4% of the total number of trees on the road.
Our household surveys told us that of the 54 households surveyed, only three were against our
proposals for tree replacement and ultimately we know the majority of people in Sheffield are either
in favour or impartial to our plans.
As part of the 25 year highway maintenance contract around 6,000 of Sheffield’s 36,000 street trees
are set to be replaced by the end of 2017, with 600 additional trees being planted before the end of
the programme.
Over 70,000 trees have been planted across Sheffield in the last three years, including those planted
as part of the Streets Ahead contract and those in parks and woodlands included in the Council’s
community forestry programme.

Council responds to further questions on
its street tree replacement programme
5 October 2017
Five years on from the start of the Streets Ahead contract and questions around the street tree
replacement programme continue to circulate.
In recent years, several misconceptions about the programme have distorted some of the truths, with
the long-term benefits becoming increasingly misunderstood.
Following a second successful high court ruling and through this third myth-busting article, we hope
to reaffirm the Councils position and give reassurance to the people of Sheffield that the contract
continues to pave the way for a safer, smarter and greener city.
Councillor Bryan Lodge, Cabinet member for Environment and Street Scene at Sheffield
City Council said:
“The street tree replacement programme, as part of the wider Streets Ahead contract, has received
lots of attention during the last year, more recently, around the Council’s decision to seek injunctions
against those unlawfully seeking to prevent tree works.
“It’s important to remember that we never wanted to be in this position; we had hoped that the small
group of people who were trespassing within the barriers would realise the distinction between
unlawful direct action to prevent works and peaceful protest- which we have always supported.
“Although we have successfully been granted the injunctions, we hope that people now respect the
high court ruling by allowing us to continue with these vital highway works and adhere to our legal
duties.
“Our objective remains the same- we want our city to benefit from better roads, pavements and
street lighting as well as an increased and sustainable street tree stock that can be enjoyed by
generations to come. The Streets Ahead contract enables us to achieve this and ultimately we know
that the majority of Sheffield residents are supportive of this programme of works.”

Myth 18: The Council is preventing peaceful protest
Truth: The Council welcomes peaceful protest at all times. However, where direct action occurs
inside safety barriers with the sole purpose of preventing lawful highway works, this then becomes
trespass which breaches a court injunction and is no longer peaceful. The Court was clear in outlining
the law: interfering with works is not a peaceful protest.
Safety barriers are erected around tree works to ensure the safety of workers and the general publicincluding protestors. Stepping or parking unlawfully inside these barriers poses an immediate safety
risk and prevents the Council from carrying out work which it has a legal duty, under the Highways
Act 1980, to complete.
In addition to the on-site no entry signs around tree safety zones, the Council continues to
communicate with protestor representatives to ensure the distinction between peaceful protest and
trespass is clearly understood.

Peaceful protest, which doesn’t interfere with or prevent essential tree works, is supported by the
Council.

Myth 19: Injunctions will stop people from protesting
Truth: Completely untrue. Seeking civil injunctions from the High Court was a last resort for the
Council to enable the continuation of vital highway improvement works as part of the Streets Ahead
contract.
On the 18th August 2017, a High Court judge ruled that any member of the public attempting to
trespass inside the safety barriers erected around tree works after the 22nd August 2017 until 23:59
hours on 25 July 2018 in Sheffield will be in contempt of court and could face imprisonment and any
associated costs.
A full copy of the judgment can be found at:
https://www.sheffield.gov.uk/content/sheffield/home/roads-pavements/streets-ahead/courtinjunctions-trespass-tree-work-safety-zone.html
Successful court action came after a long dialogue between the Council and protestor representatives
which reiterated the approach that would be taken by the Council should direct action continue.
Unfortunately, some protestors chose to continue standing inside the safety barriers around tree
works, leaving the Council with no other option but to seek injunctions.
Importantly, injunctions do not impact on an individual’s right to peaceful protest, which we fully
support.
Find out more about the terms of the injunction order at:
https://www.sheffield.gov.uk/content/sheffield/home/roads-pavements/streets-ahead/courtinjunctions-trespass-tree-work-safety-zone.html

Myth 20: The Council doesn’t engage with the people of Sheffield about its tree
replacement programme
Truth: The Council has taken several steps to ensure open and clear communication with the
residents of Sheffield as well as protestor group representatives. This includes community roadshows,
letters informing of works, offers to attend public meetings and regular meetings with protestor
groups.
It remains important for us to keep our communication channels open and share updates about the
programme.
We appreciate that there are a small number of people with different opinions about our approach to
street tree replacement but we remain committed to taking the necessary steps to ensure that we
listen and respond to all valid questions about the programme.
For example, in response to concern around some memorial trees in Sheffield, the Council has taken
several steps to ensure a thorough and considered approach. This included the implementation of a
Cross Party Working Group and an Economic and Environmental Wellbeing Scrutiny and Policy
Development Committee to look in detail at the Western Road memorial site and make
recommendations. This work is in addition to discussions with the War Memorials Trust.

The Council has recently committed to planting 300 extra memorial trees across Sheffield, including in
parks and woodlands. Over the years, memorial trees have been removed across the city without
replacement and the Council will now ensure that fitting tributes are reinstated to remember those
who gave their lives for the country.
To mark 100 years from the end of World War 1, the Council will rededicate these trees in 2018 and
commit to future maintenance of the memorials, working closely with Sheffield residents, the Royal
British Legion, local veterans, schools and communities.

Myth 21: The council only agreed with the Independent Tree Panel on a small number of
trees
Truth: The Independent Tree Panel was set up in November 2015 to offer independent advice to the
Council on those trees marked for replacement.
The panel have now concluded their work in Sheffield and the Council and the ITP agreed on 70% of
the trees that were referred. Where the Council has disagreed with the advice, the reasons are
explained for each tree on our web site.
The council’s decisions have therefore been independently reviewed by a team consisting of a
qualified arboroculturist, a highway engineer, a health and safety professional, a layperson and an
independent chair.

Myth 22: Amey aren’t complying with health and safety regulations
Truth: .As part of the Streets Ahead contract the Council works closely with Amey to ensure all
health and safety procedures are appropriate for the work being undertaken.
In July 2016, Amey won a prize in the ‘Most effective use of internal communications’ category at the
HR Excellence Awards 2016 for its Target Zero campaign. Target Zero is one of the campaigns carried
out by Amey in order to achieve a safety culture in the company.

Myth 23: The more complaints I make about the programme, the quicker I will get a
response
The Council is proud to have an in-house customer services team who handle approximately 7000
Streets Ahead enquiries each month. These include email enquiries, phone calls and requests for
service.
Once a Streets Ahead enquiry is submitted, it is usually sent to Amey to either draft a response or
action if on site work is required. Although these enquiries vary in urgency and/ or nature, we always
aim to get a response back to the customer as soon as possible.
Often, enquiries are submitted numerous times through various channels by the same person in
relation to the same issue. Not only does this take up staff time to process, but each and every
enquiry is then handled on an individual basis, increasing the workload for already stretched teams.
All enquiries about the Streets Ahead works should be submitted once to:
streetsahead@sheffield.gov.uk

Myth 24: Trees only have a positive impact on air pollution
Whilst we fully recognise the numerous benefits that trees bring to our city, we also know that large
trees in an urban environment can actually ‘trap’ pollutants.
A report produced by NICE (the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence) in 2016 suggested
that ‘Leaves and branches slow air currents, causing pollutants to settle. They may also act as sinks
for particulates and chemicals that may have direct or indirect effects in air quality.’
The report goes on to propose that local authorities and developers should ‘take into account the
adverse effect that trees can have on air quality if badly sited or unmanaged.’
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/dec/01/trees-may-increase-air-pollution-on-citystreets
The full NICE report can be found at: https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng70/documents/draftguideline
The street ahead tree replacement programme allows us to properly manage Sheffield’s iconic tree
stock and ensure an increased healthy number of trees for years to come.

Myth 25: The Council and Amey are filming people around tree works without consent or
cause
To ensure the Council takes all the necessary legal steps to support its injunction process, evidence is
needed in the form of video footage. Therefore, the Council will arrange for overt filming of any
incident which may be required for evidence in court. This will include the safety zones pursuant to
the injunctions but also other areas if it is considered that evidence is required. On these occasions,
no person is granted any legitimate expectation of privacy.
The Council does not intend to film peaceful protests away from safety zones or Amey/Council
operations provided these are not interfering with work, although this may be unavoidable on some
occasions.
Filming will always be overt. The Council’s standing instruction is to avoid filming members of the
public not involved in trespass into tree work safety zones, but on rare occasions that may, of course,
happen.

Myth 26: Amey incur the costs of delays brought on by those preventing tree works
Delays to the Streets Ahead core investment programme have been caused by both Council decisions,
such as to implement the Independent Tree Panel, and the actions of those trespassing within the
safety barriers around tree works.
So far, the programme delays have resulted in months of lost time and prevented an estimated 75km
of pavement being resurfaced and at least 6km of road. This impacts on more than 300 streets
overall.

Whilst Amey are liable to cover the cost of any day-to-day delays to the programme, in cases where
the Council is forced to ask Amey to delay or amend works, the cost of that delay is borne by the
Council. This includes legal costs for the High Court, additional staff to reschedule disrupted works,
additional surfacing operatives needed to recover lost time and household survey costs.
Contractual matters are complex and allocating responsibility for any issues depends on the specific
circumstances, which can be interlinked.
The legal and commercial view of the Council is that there is a significant risk of costs falling to the
Council as a result of the delayed works. In the current economic climate, this is unaffordable without
diverting funds away from other already stretched services such as adult social care, which we know
the people of Sheffield wouldn’t want us to do. The exact costs, brought on by the delays are
currently unknown as the delays are continuing and so costs continue to increase.
In addition, discussions between the Council and Amey are ongoing and include the implementation
of an accelerated programme of works following the recent injunction order.

Myth 27: The cost of legal action is brought on by the Council
Truth: The Council has been asked by a number of people and organisations about the costs it has
incurred during the recent legal action in the High Court. The legal action is in 2 parts – firstly the
judicial review in 2016 and secondly the injunction action in 2017. The 2016 action represents the
councils defence after a single campaigner took the Council to Court and then lost on every point they
made. After that, the activists took the law into their own hands through repeated trespass to stop
the tree work. This cost the council taxpayer a further £150k to secure a court injunction to stop the
trespassing.
The legal action has cost the taxpayers of Sheffield the amounts below:2016 action
Internal Council legal costs £19,999.9 (362.21 combined legal officer hours)
External legal cost £83,702
Total 2016 = £103,701.94
2017 action
Internal Council legal costs £24,275.41 (468.4 combined legal officer hours)
External legal cost (as of 14/08/17) £125,384.99
Total 2017 = £149,660.40
Committal proceedings 2017
Fee earner costs

£31514.20

Disbursements (Counsels fees) £27,205.00
VAT on Disbursements

£5,270.00

Total:

£63,989.20

The £16,000 awarded against one of the Defendants is not included in the above.
Ultimately, the successful legal action was carried out to prevent further long-term delays to the
programme caused by unlawful direct action that would lead to associated financial consequences.
The cost of the action is less than the delay costs.
Read our previous street tree myth-busting articles at:
http://www.sheffieldnewsroom.co.uk/street-trees-myth/
http://www.sheffieldnewsroom.co.uk/treemythbusting2/

Rustlings Road trees
17 November 2016
Cllr Bryan Lodge, Cabinet Member for the Environment, said,
“For more than a year we have worked tirelessly with Amey and the local community to find the right
solution for Rustlings Road. We have written to every home, brought in a new survey process for the
entire city and set up an Independent Tree Panel. Our approach has been assessed at the High Court
on three occasions.
“We have made a final decision to increase the number of trees on Rustlings Road by almost 30%.
We need to replace eight out of the 30 existing trees, but we will plant 17, which means the road is
gaining an extra nine trees. We understand that this will be a difficult day for the tree campaigners,
but this work is absolutely essential to ensure that Sheffield has healthy street trees for future
generations.
“We carried out the work very early in the morning on the advice of the police to make sure it could
be done safely. This isn’t usually needed but in this case it was considered the best option for the
safety of the public, protesters and the workers.
“I understand there are strong emotions about this but have to stand by the decision to do this vital
maintenance work. We’ve got 36,000 street trees in Sheffield and this programme means that in
years to come we’ll have even more.”

Council confirms legal position on street
tree replacement programme
18 July 2017
Sheffield City Council is seeking injunctions in the High Court on July 26-28 against a small number of
trespassers who are repeatedly and deliberately preventing the replacement of street trees as part of
the city’s highway improvement programme.
Court action is a last resort for the council following months of pointing out to the individuals involved
the critical difference between peaceful protest – standing close to a work site but outside the safety
barrier – and unlawful trespass, whereby an individual stands inside the barrier and brings work to a
standstill.
A handful of people are therefore causing major disruption and delays to the £2bn programme which
is upgrading roads, paths, street lights and replacing street trees across the city.
The council’s survey of 350 streets and regular feedback confirms that the majority of Sheffield
residents welcome the work and want it completed. Furthermore, if the delays continue then the
taxpayers of Sheffield face a potential multi-million pound penalty on the highways contract due to
works not being completed on time.
We remain confident with our case, which is that whilst peaceful protest is always supported, direct
action which stops work on the highway is unlawful trespass.
Following an appearance in High Court on the 14th July, the case was adjourned ahead of a full
hearing next week.

Safety work on elm tree to go ahead
21 February 2018
An elm tree in Nether Edge, which is showing signs of decay, will undergo essential safety work this
week.
An independent survey conducted on the elm tree on Chelsea Road in 2016 showed evidence of
decay and therefore the need for safety work.
Whilst this essential work was aborted last week due to protestor action, discussions have taken place
in subsequent days with the Save Nether Edge Trees group who are now supportive of the work,
based on an agreed schedule of pruning and the oversight during the work of an independent
arborist.
As part of the discussions between the Council and the Save Nether Edge Trees group, they have
agreed to hold further talks beyond this week’s safety work to better understand their respective
positions on the long term future of the tree. This will take place over coming weeks during which the
butterfly mitigation plan will be monitored. The tree is not at risk of replacement during this period.
A Sheffield City Council spokesperson said: “We’re pleased that this essential public safety work can
now go ahead and we welcome the recent discussion with the Nether Edge tree group on this matter
and their support of the work.”
The safety work will take place on Friday 23rd February and the Save Nether Edge Trees group has
asked its supporters to respect the work to avoid any further disruption.
Save Nether Edge Trees spokesperson, Paul Selby, said: “There was concern last Monday from our
members about the specific plan for the tree, particularly that it might be felled that day. As a result,
the essential safety work that we all recognise is needed, was prevented.
“I welcome the open and transparent conversations that I’ve subsequently held with Sheffield City
Council and Amey which have clarified the plan for this coming Friday. Therefore I’m encouraging all
street tree campaigners to allow Friday’s work to go ahead unhindered.”
The work will also ensure the translocation of a rare butterfly from the tree, with this element of the
project being assisted by the Sheffield and Rotherham Wildlife Trust, with the backing of Butterfly
Conservation UK.
Liz Ballard, Chief Executive at the Sheffield and Rotherham Wildlife Trust said: “We hope that this
agreement on all sides will help to secure a longer term future for this important elm. We are
assisting with the butterfly egg relocation from the canopy cuttings on Friday and encourage local
people to support this and the agreed works. Our aim is to see the tree retained in good health for
some years to come and to support the White-letter Hairstreak butterfly colony to flourish in
Sheffield.”

Statement from Sheffield City Council –
Tree Replacement Works
23 February 2018
Statement from Sheffield City Council
“We welcome todays statement by South Yorkshire Police’s Assistant Chief Constable, Dave Hartley,
with regards to police support around our legitimate tree replacement works on the highway.
“Whilst we respect the right to campaign and protest peacefully, some members of the campaign
group are now adopting increasingly violent tactics as well as breaching a high court injunction. This
is simply not acceptable.
“It is disappointing that, on so many occasions, this unnecessary division in the city has led to on site
activity shifting from peaceful protest to criminal behaviour and our priority must be to ensure the
safety of the public and staff who are undertaking this work in increasingly dangerous and
challenging situations.
“We once again ask that people respect the law to ensure this vital work, which will enable the
upgrade of the city’s roads, pavements, street lights and bridges, can continue.”

– Silver Command
6/3/2018
Pre-meeting 1:30 – 2
Silver at
2 – 4 + 30mins with PMc
Prep 1 hour
Total – 3 hour meeting + 1hr prep

Before FT and I arrived, she briefed me on growing public profile of police activity
Lord Scriven letter
Toby Foster interviews tomorrow
Social media explosion
James Mitchson Editor of YP
Moved into meeting room at Snig Hill
Paul McCurry debriefing following today’s activity

On Thurs (AL discussion with PMcC)
8am Bronze briefing (RB)

Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fiona Topliss
22 October 2018 14:39
Erika Redfearn
FW: Trees - Social Media

These were the social media accounts sent to Sahir for her to follow and review
From: Fiona Topliss
Sent: 06 March 2018 10:25
To: Sahir Ali
Cc: Linda Christon
Subject: Trees - Social Media

Hi Sahir
The social media has heated up this week. Below are the key accounts and that are tweeting this week. The Editor of
the Yorks Post started tweeting last night and seems to have set off a bit of a campaign.
@syptweet
@sypcc
@jaymitchinson (Yorks Post editor)

Facebook:
South Yorkshire Police
SYPCC
STAG (Sheffield tree Action Group)

Linda – I have copied you in as the involvement of Jay Mitchinson seems to be leading towards a media led
campaign that is trying to get the national media to sit up and take notice.

Regards
Fiona
Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fiona Topliss
22 October 2018 14:37
Erika Redfearn
FW: Trees - Media Links

Email 2 of info that Linda reviewed
From: Fiona Topliss
Sent: 06 March 2018 20:10
To: Linda Christon
Subject: Trees - Media Links

Hi Linda
Below are the links to todays articles from the Yorkshire Post:
https://www.yorkshirepost.co.uk/our-region/south-yorkshire/sheffield/sheffield-tree-felling-saga-man-arrestedand-woman-injured-as-dozens-of-police-and-security-staff-descend-on-suburb-1-9048770
https://www.yorkshirepost.co.uk/news/opinion/the-yorkshire-post-says-answer-these-questions-chief-constableover-police-response-to-sheffield-tree-protests-1-9049785/amp?__twitter_impression=true
There is nothing on the calendar website so they may not have run the story tonight. I’ll watch the ate programme
and let you know.
You should be able to tune in to BBC Radio Sheffield via iPlayer in the morning but I will send you the link afterwards
once it has been uploaded.
This has also just been posted on Twitter by one of the protestors – its not a media article but has been written and
published by one of the protestors: https://medium.com/@jennifersaul/nicola-needed-to-get-to-hospital-treefelling-barriers-blocked-the-way-573f95e17b27
After attending the Gold meeting this afternoon and hearing the story of what happened from SYP, SCC and Amey
perspective this is a very different story. Happy to talk you through what they are saying if you need me to
tomorrow. There are a lot of conflicting stories and the police are adamant that the protestors are making things up
and spreading untruths but they are all sticking to the same story and repeating it.
Regards
Fiona
Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Fiona Topliss
22 October 2018 14:37
Erika Redfearn
FW: Trees media
Yorkshire Post - Policing of Tree Protests.docx

Email 3 to Linda
From: Fiona Topliss
Sent: 06 March 2018 10:41
To: Linda Christon
Subject: Trees media

Hi Linda
Here is the link to the SYP statement issued yesterday: http://southyorks.police.uk/news-syp/man-arrestedsheffield-tree-work-site
We received an enquiry from the Yorkshire Post and provided the statement attached.
I am awaiting the Force’s Media Plan and chased yesterday so am hoping to be able to forward it later this morning.
It is on the front page of the Yorkshire Post this morning https://www.yorkshirepost.co.uk/our-region/southyorkshire/sheffield/sheffield-tree-felling-saga-man-arrested-and-woman-injured-as-dozens-of-police-and-securitystaff-descend-on-suburb-1-9048770 and the YP Editor seems to be making it a bit of a campaign. I wouldn’t be
surprised if the national newspapers don’t pick it up in the coming days. I will monitor and send you through any
links.
Thanks
Fiona

Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner
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MEDIA STATEMENT
Date:

Yorkshire Post – Policing of Tree Protests
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner, Dr Alan Billings, said: “The police
response to tree felling in Sheffield has not changed. They must allow for peaceful protest on
the one hand and enable people to go about their lawful business on the other. They must
keep the peace and uphold law and order.
“What has changed is the decision by Sheffield City Council to take out an injunction against
the protestors, which they, and not the police, implement. This has raised the temperature.
“However, in this changed situation I expect the police to remember their responsibilities
towards both protestors and contractors and respond proportionately. How many police are
deployed at any time is an operational matter for the force. They will make a prudent
judgement since an over stretched force will not want to take officers from other duties
unnecessarily.
“My view remains as it always has been that this is not, or should not be, a dispute with the
police. It is a matter between Sheffield City Council and some of its residents - a political
matter. As such it should be resolved politically and I see no reason why it should not.”

Ends
For more information please contact:
Samantha Mawson, Senior Communications Officer
Tel:
Mobile:
Email:
Or Fiona Topliss, Community Engagement & Communications Manager
Tel:
Mobile:
Email:
Office of the South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner, Carbrook House,
Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH

Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fiona Topliss
16 November 2018 14:27
Sally Parkin
FW: cc tREE cOMMENT

This was the statement released on 5 March
Thanks
fiona
From:
[mailto:
Sent: 16 November 2018 14:26
To: Fiona Topliss
Subject: RE: cc tREE cOMMENT

]

It was this one then – see below. Taken from our internal log.

South Yorkshire Police at the site of tree work on Abbeydale Park Rise, Sheffield have today made one arrest
and reported numerous people for summons under section 303 of the Highways Act 1980.
A man, aged 38, has been arrested on suspicion of assault and remains in police custody for questioning.
Numerous people have been reported for summons under section 303 of the Highways Act 1980.
One woman was injured at the site and taken home by officers.
In response to queries about the number of officers deployed at the site today, we do not confirm the amount of officers
involved in an operation while it is ongoing.
However we can confirm there will be a higher number of officers at the site to allow their rotation throughout the day,
and to provide support should they be required. This is standard procedure for operations of this nature.

Thanks,

From: Fiona Topliss [mailto:
Sent: 16 November 2018 14:17
To:
<
Subject: RE: cc tREE cOMMENT

]
>

Don’t think it was this one as it was issued on 5 March of thst helps?
Thanks
fiona
From:
[mailto:
Sent: 16 November 2018 13:25
To: Fiona Topliss
Subject: RE: cc tREE cOMMENT

]
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Hi Fiona,
Without a date I am going to struggle to find it – can you remember what the arrest was for? That link doesn’t look
right, so it was likely taken down and reposted – it could be this one?
https://www.southyorkshire.police.uk/find-out/news/2018/march-2018/sheffield-tree-work-one-arrested-forhighway-obstruction/

From: Fiona Topliss [mailto:
Sent: 16 November 2018 13:15
To:
<
Subject: RE: cc tREE cOMMENT

]
>

Apologies it may or may not of been the Chief comment bt it was the one that used tobe under this link:
http://southyorks.police.uk/news-syp/man-arrested-sheffield-tree-work-site
Thanks
Fiona

From:
[mailto:
Sent: 16 November 2018 11:37
To: Fiona Topliss
Subject: RE: cc tREE cOMMENT

]

Hi Fiona,
What was the statement in relation to – do you know? Was it responses to the letters - that’s the only time I can
remember the chief commenting on trees to be honest?

From: Fiona Topliss [mailto:
Sent: 16 November 2018 11:35
To:
<
Subject: cc tREE cOMMENT

]
>

Hi
Can you send me a copy of the Chief’s media statement on trees that he put out in March as I cant find it on the
website. It was part of the review into the trees that Andrew Lockley undertook and we have been asked in an FOI
to supply all documents used.
Thanks
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Fiona
Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
75
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner

SYP Alerts offers information about local policing issues by text, email or voice message. Sign-up now at
www.sypalerts.co.uk #SignMeUp
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Thursday 8th March Morning Silver briefing 9:36
Operation Quito

Observation 8/3/18 Kenwood Road S7
(notes made on 8/3 at 3pm)
Arrived on site 12 noon; stayed until 2:45 without break
PCC + FT + SA also there initially, though on own from about 1pm (?)
engaged PCC in conversation; also media presence/interviews/media
students.
RB Bronze, with
(Sgt) shadowing.
1 PSU, led by Insp
.
Kenwood Road closed when contractors arrived:
Amey.
+ ? (Briefing?)
Large safety zone secured by
– 10 Amey staff inside, though not obvious
which of those are Servoca/security staff. PC
inside doing PLO role. Affable and
clearly on good terms with protestors. 3?other PLOs, moving among crowd. NB. Fencing up
against garden wall and hedge (so accessible by leaping?)
Some v vocal protestors, including individuals who spoke in loud voice to PCC. Recorded by
media. Then they and others turned attention to me (identified by Jerkin). Batted their
attentions away so far as poss, trying to limit myself to answering ‘On behalf of PCC’ when
asked ‘observer’?
Early on, (after 5 people voluntarily left the safety zone, having made their point), 2 masked
protestors (2/3 more outside zone, including 1 female), penetrated zone. 1 lay down on
ground + the other under a cherry picker, raised off ground. Each given 5 step warning + at
least 1 ( ).
said 10 in total for 2nd protestors. Ultimately both removed by squad of
police and carried prone to police van. Not passive resistance in case of 2nd. He sought to
evade capture under lorry, needing (6?) officers to remove. (2:40pm) Others deployed for
support/protection.
went round perimeter warning protestors (<= 80 by then by police
estimate) that officers would be moving in, wearing headgear used in riots, to protect them
from banging heads under lorry. At suggestion of crowd, protestor offered hard hat too, but
rejected. Crowd jeered at various points: chants of ‘Whose streets? Our streets. Whose
trees? Our trees. Whose police? Amey’s police’ (resumed,;had been heard before)
Outrage in crowd. I told
‘sickening’. In answer to question, he said ‘worse’ than
previously. Chants drew parallels with Orgreave etc.
Crowd not entirely middle class and educated, but mainly. Seemed at ease with legislative
references.
No work had been done by 2:45pm, when took break.
Returned from break at 3:15 (notes made on 9/3 12 noon)
Tree was being taken down. Crowd smaller, and quieter. No chanting. After that was
completed, there was a delay whilst Amey staff consulted. No obvious reference to police,
but there may have been radio contact.
? taking a 2nd tree down. Decided to do so, and fence was moved up against wall on the
other side, in a speedy operation, by security staff from inside. No further incursions by
protestors, but a few individuals held on to the fencing, then released their grip. (Not a
serious obstacle?)
During this period, was approached by earnest young man (well-dressed) who wanted me to
note that when the fence had been moved on opposite side from X, security staff had done
so so roughly that 4 individuals had been knocked out of the way. No injury was mentioned
but said to be assault. I didn’t witness it, but wouldn’t have been surprised if that had been
result such was vigour used to ram fence up against wall.
A number of individuals approached me as ‘Observer’ to draw matters to my attention. I
explained I was observing police activity.

As I was leaving, and off site, a man who had been quite aggressive during day (who I had
thought was
) + who smelt of drink, asked me belligerently if I had noticed: the
offence committed by arborist who had started felling before bat box had been examined. I
said I hadn’t noticed that. He said a woman was off phoning 101 to report it. I said I’d noted
his point.
Local councillor had arrived and was being filmed/interviewed by media students?

Notes made subsequently
*At one point after removal of 2nd protestor,
approached by v angry man in
who asked if I was a member of LP.
He opined that these events were a
disaster. He had lived locally for 40 years + criticised PBMP’s characterisation of protestors
as middle class NIMBYs (PB might not agree that this is a correct characterisation).
Impressions:
Police acted in accordance with briefing
30 officers a lot; adverse comments. Matter of operational judgement
Negative PR; ‘Amey’s police’
?s303 power
Absence of Council reps. Disgraceful failure to face music, and to put police in this position.
Unsustainability of this approach
? useful to have somebody visible for protestors to report ‘offences’ to. PLO? Would
demonstrate impartiality.
What is history of involvement? How did recent ramping up come to be made?

Meeting on 9/3/18
[illegible] Impact Assessment? Police or Amey. Not police.
Media Plan from SYP.
Interview report:
- Summary of obs
- Summary of social media
- Linda’s study
Comms + stakeholder engagement: leaflet drop? Q & A
[illegible] + couple either side
Distinct role for police
Designated officer for receiving complaints
Police and Amey arriving together gives perception
Email exchanges
21/3 Meeting on 4:30: To include fracking first
AL to meet DH

[illegible] from Amey

‘Special Police Services’ governed by SLT PA 1996
(1) ‘Chief of Police may provide, at the request (may be explicit or implied) of any
[illegible] ‘special police services at any premises or in any locality subsequent to
payment of charges an scale approved’.
NB Costs involving Leeds U 2013
Ipswich 2017
On public land, there’s a strong presumption that police have a duty to protect life and
property on public land
Pre-planned operation to prevent or control disorder
(2) Para 8
APCC guidance caution [illegible] charging for services to govt agencies, imply arms
length [illegible] with a quasi-[illegible] status
S92 PA 1996 grants by LA, policing costs above normal precept arrangements

A review of Social Media (Facebook, Twitter) from 28.02.2018 – 09.03.2018
A social media briefing to look at the information that the force is putting out and providing
assessment as to whether it is adequate and to see if there are any themes.
TWITTER:
There have been so many posts on Twitter it’s very difficult to keep up!
SYP – from what I can see – (I am not the best navigator around twitter) have not posted
much themselves from their own page, but they have been tagged in numerous posts by
lots of protestor / journalist / observers.
Common themes identified are:
Policing involvement: Why are the police involved? Many people are claiming that the
Police is acting like AMEY’s personal security.
There are claims that police is there before any protest has taken place. Is the police
commissioned to be with AMEY whilst they are felling? Or is police only called when
protestors turn up?

Resources: Police force is being utilised to help AMEY
complete their job, however this means that criminals
are left at free reign as less police is out to stop them. Is
policing to this extent and so heavily for ‘peaceful’
protesting justifiable?
RIOT vans have been spotted and police in RIOT gear.

Over 30 officers reported to be on site to fell 2 trees which feels like a waste of resources.

Expenditure: the biggest question is who is paying for these officers to be on site? Does it
require this many officers? There are lots of pictures flying around of police and SIA in their
high vis which does look quite intimidating. Some tweets mention around 30 officers on site
at any one time which does sound like an excessive amount.

Wellbeing of environment: trees being cut therefore heavy compensation should be called
for to replace shelter, drainage and oxygen that the trees provided. (not really a SYP matter)

Public trust and confidence: This is by far the biggest theme identified. Many many tweets
about SYP claiming they were neutral in this matter but from pictures it appears like there is
a heavy presence of force and protestors believe that the force does not have the public’s
best interest at heart. There is a video of a man being arrested on Youtube and pictures
have been taken that are all over social media of this arrest:

There are comments made on twitter about police knocking on doors and telling people not
to protest though I am not sure how much truth there is in that.

There were a few positive comments about Alan Billings being on site on 08.03.2018
speaking to protestors and observing force activity.

FACEBOOK:
It appears protestors are much less aggressive on facebook as opposed to twitter.
SYP have been posting local arrests made with regards to tree protestors. Many comments
on these posts about public trust and confidence – police have corporate interests as
opposed to people interests at heart.
This is today (09.03.2018)

This post is from 05.03.2018

Comments like this are found:

Recommendations:
I think its very difficult for SYP to win on social media. Twitter is much more aggressive and
has many protestors on there who are not happy. There are a lot of questions that need to
be answered as it does make me wonder why it is necessary to have so many officers
present during tree-felling. The presence of officers and the force’s alledged conduct with
protestors is rapidly ruining the SYP image and the public trust and confidence is dropping.
With regards to facebook, SYP is publishing information such as arrests associated with treework, and although I understand its extrememly important to be as transparent as possible,
I am not sure if announcements like these are further damaging the image people have of
SYP.
SYP need to be very careful with information they publish online, and need to be showing
that they do have the publics interests at heart as well as having to work with AMEY.
Maybe some photos of officers talking to tree protestors peacefully as opposed to finding
many videos of SYP arresting members of the public may be beneficial. It is difficult to
conduct this review in such a short amount of time. I would suggest that more time is given
to the independent panel to investigate this further.

Sahir Ali
Independent Advisory Panel for Protests

Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Fiona Topliss
22 October 2018 14:38
Erika Redfearn
FW: For
SYP Tree Felling.pdf; One-pagerv4.docx; Op Quito comms strategy.doc; Op Quito
Tree Update.docx

Email 6
From: Fiona Topliss
Sent: 09 March 2018 13:35
To: 'Linda Christon'
Subject: FW: For

Sorry it’s a bit late! Force have been working on this, this week.
Fiona
Sent with BlackBerry Work
(www.blackberry.com)
From:
<
Date: Friday, 09 Mar 2018, 06:17
To: Fiona Topliss <
Subject: FW: For

>
>

Hi Fiona,
Sorry for the delay - this email has the media strategy, info sheet I am hoping to publish this morning, draft
script for a video ACC Hartley has done and the Scriven letter.
I sent this early yesterday to go on
run a little on empty this week!

so should have just copied you in then, but everything is starting to

Any problems let me know.
Thanks,

Sent with Good (www.good.com)
From:
Sent: 08 March 2018 12:39:45
To:
Subject: For
Hi
Please find attached various documents as discussed.
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Thanks,

South Yorkshire Police
Corporate Communications
South Yorkshire Police Headquarters
Carbrook House
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, South Yorks, S9 2EG

www.southyorks.police.uk

SYP Alerts offers information about local policing issues by text, email or voice message. Sign-up now at
www.sypalerts.co.uk #SignMeUp
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The role of South Yorkshire Police when considering the local authorities highway maintenance
programme, reflects that taken for other protest and disagreements seen previously across the county.
It is one of remaining independent, impartial and balancing the rights of all parties involved.
Our core duties are always to protect life and property, the prevention and detection of crime and to
maintain the Queen’s peace. We are committed to working with the local authority and community to
ensure the work and any associated protest takes place in a safe atmosphere without injury to the
public, local authority workers, contracted operators, protesters and police on site. We will be
providing a safe environment, free from crime and disorder, which allows the local authority to
undertake its lawful work while balancing right to peaceful protest.
Is the Council’s tree cutting work lawful?
Mr Justice Males considered this question when considering whether the Injunction should be
granted. He declared Sheffield City Council’s tree operation is lawfully being carried out under Section
41 of the Highways Act 1980.
Sheffield City Council’s responsibility
SCC’s core responsibilities are to decide why, how and where this maintenance work takes place.
South Yorkshire Police has no role in defining or protecting the maintenance work. Our role is to
maintain the Queen’s peace, and provide a safe environment.
Peaceful Protest
Peaceful protest is lawful and an essential part of a democracy. The ‘right to peaceful protest’ comes
from the European Convention of Human Rights - Article 10, the right to freedom of expression, and
Article 11, the right to peaceful assembly. These rights are qualified rights, which means that South
Yorkshire Police can, if necessary, legitimately impose restrictions in the interests of public safety,
preventing crime and disorder and / or acting for the protection of the rights of others. Such as
preventing protestors from obstructing a highway or preventing other lawful activity.
In fulfilling this core role, SYP remains independent from Sheffield City Council, Amey Plc and the
views and feelings expressed across our communities.
Is preventing the council’s tree operation covered by the right to protest?
No. There are limits to Article 10 and 11 rights (which create the right to peaceful protest). In these
circumstances, preventing the council’s lawful activity is beyond the right to peaceful protest. Mr
Justice Males found that wilful obstruction of the work would be unlawful (and an offence under
s.303 of the Highways Act 1980).
What action can be taken by police?
If police officers reasonably suspect a person is committing an offence under s.303 of the Highways
Act, or any other offence, then action will be taken. The police officer will ask for that person’s details
and ‘report them on summons’ (this means they are warned they may be prosecuted for this offence
in the future). If that person’s details cannot be ascertained or there is a risk of injury, damage to
property, obstruction of a highway etc. or a breach of the peace, then it may be necessary to arrest
that person.
Where other crime and disorder is encountered from any parties, it will be dealt with as necessary
and proportionate to the circumstances.

What action can be taken by others?
Section 3 of the Criminal Law Act 1967 permits any person to use reasonable force to prevent a crime
occurring (and other reasons).
In these circumstances, this section permits the council’s security team to use reasonable force to
stop an individual from committing an offence under s.303 of the Highways Act 1980 (wilful
obstruction of the work). The security team have removed protestors from the safety zone around
trees (where the security team believe the protestors were wilfully obstructing work and committed a
s.303 offence).
Police have been present at the scene on many of these occasions and protest liaison officers have
spoken with protestors, explained the situation and the consequences and persuaded protestors to
leave the safety area before force is used.
We understand the security team use a process called the five-step appeal (essentially, asking
protestors to leave and explaining what will happen if they do not) before any force is used.
We understand Sheffield City Council may also bring a civil claim against anyone they believe had
breached the injunction.
What if excess force is used by the security team?
Section 3 of the Criminal Law Act 1967 permits the use of ‘reasonable force’. Whether force is
reasonable depends on the particular circumstances. If excessive force is used, then it is likely that a
criminal assault has occurred and police will take action accordingly.
Proportionate response
Our wish for the tree operation and associated protests is for everyone to conduct themselves
lawfully and respect each other’s rights, leaving us without an obligation to be present or respond.
We will always seek to communicate through our protest liaison officers on the ground in the first
instance; however, we will not tolerate criminal or disorderly behaviour. We will take action where
criminality occurs.
Why are so many officers involved?
We will never confirm the number of officers involved in an operation while it is ongoing, however in
line with our graduated resourcing, the number of officers will reflect the potential for crime and
disorder and be sufficient to fulfil our obligation to provide a safe environment for all involved.
Reporting a crime
We review and investigate all reports of crime without favour, offering the same impartial service to
all complainants. We will always seek to gather all available evidence, edited social media clips will
never be the single evidential reference point. If you believe a crime has occurred, please call 101,
attend your local police station or – if available - speak to the designated officer at the scene.
Making a complaint
Should you wish to make a complaint about South Yorkshire Police, full details on how you can do this
are available on our website here http://www.southyorkshire.police.uk/compliment-complaint.
Alternatively, you can call the force on 101.

Hello, my name is David Hartley and I’m the Assistant Chief Constable for Local Policing and I
strategically lead the policing operation relating to SCC Highway maintenance program.
I would like to take a few moments to explain the key police role, and provide further information
regarding many of the issues currently being discussed relating to the role of the Police.
So, what is the Police role ?
Well we are utterly independent from SCC and Amey or any other contractors, SYP is here to keep
the Queens peace and offer service to all involved professionally and even handedly
Any political debate over why and how the maintenance work is carried out is not for SYP.
We simply need to be assured that this is lawful and legitimate work.
SCC played this question out at the highest judicial body in the land, The High Court, and we are
clear this is lawful maintenance of the highway.
So the duty of the Police is to allow this maintenance to take place and also allow peaceful and
lawful protest. Our challenge is to balance those rights in a fair and transparent way – our whole
operation and this explanation is in line with our principles – openness and transparency. No
surprises.

Question has been raised over our resourcing.
Our use of police officers is thoroughly assessed and directly in response to the activities and risk
presented at the scene of any activity.
Our approach has been proportionate and stepped. We have graduated our response as activity and
disorder has changed.
For many months the police presence was very modest – just a handful of dedicated protest liaison
staff – there to chat, explain our role and explain the boundaries and threshold for protest.
At the end of January, the scale of protest changed, and the move from lawful protest to crime and
disorder changed.
We have 9 complaints from SIA and Amey staff – these predominantly for assault, involving GBH,
ABH, threats and damage. 6 arrests have been made and investigations are underway.
Intentional incursion into safety zones has routinely been experienced, necessitating SIA staff using
powers they are entitled to use to clear the zone.
So, we have seen crime, we have seen disorder and we have seen tensions raised.
And back to our core role - to keep everyone safe and allow the exercise of rights,
our presence and policing style has had to change.
There is no taking of sides – we are here to offer fair and impartial service to all.

I have seen our fairness being questioned, so I return to our core role as your police - the fair,
impartial and independent Police.
We meet with protestors on a daily basis, we provide dedicated officers for that role, we hold formal
meetings with Protest groups and we explain at every opportunity our role, purpose and plans.
We also meet with SCC and their contractors – we must be sighted on their decisions on how they
wish to progress their maintenance so we can then provide a suitable support to keep the peace.
The same fair and open communication is there for all parties involved.
This is also extended to investigation.
We have no favour and no prioritisation across interested parties. We have a dedicated
investigation team, and they offer the same professional service to all.
We deal with complaints of crime
We support Victims
And we thoroughly investigate reports
Where we have a victim and complainant, they will be supported and updated on the investigation.
But I must draw a distinction here to 3rd party reporting, which presents often edited social media
footage. We need a victim to come forward as the basis for an investigation. In the majority of 3rd
party reported cases that has not happened.
Evidence from social media is not dismissed, but our role is to professionally investigate with all
available evidence, which is why our evidence gatherers and CCTV is so crucial. In bringing all
available evidence together that gives investigators the platform to independently decide what
offences have been committed and by who.
Edited social media can never be our single evidential reference point.

This brings to the fore another area worthy of clarity – the use of CCTV and Evidence Gatherers
All our activity is overt – officer in uniform, clearly labelled as evidence gatherers and any CCTV
vehicles are similarly identified.
This very overt use is standard practice and seen across all similar areas of policing – whether that be
other protest, disorder, football, other sporting events or any situation where it can be used to
support the prevention and detection of crime.
That is absolutely the case in these circumstances, and the independent footage has often been
critical to giving a much clearer picture of where crime has been committed.
This is nothing to fear, it is for everyone’s safety – it is there to protect and support ALL parties
involved, and brings the independence in accordance with our role.

SO in closing,
I do hope this explanation has gone some way to clarify the role of SYP
I have been a member of SYP for a very long time, and my role throughout has been to serve SY
communities fairly and faithfully.
I have set this operation and its resourcing in line with that
It is underpinned by the principles of
Fairness
Transparency
Proportionality and
Impartiality
To test our approach we have sought an independent peer review from another force – that review
gave resounding endorsement of our approach.
The Police and Crime Commissioner has also commissioned a review by the Independent Protest
Advisory Panel – who have access to all parts of the operation.
SYP has nothing to hide and is even handedly serving our communities and our core duty
responsibilities:
We are here without fear or favour
We are here to keep the Queens peace and
We are here to balance the rights of all involved
Thank you

ADVISORY PANEL FOR POLICING PROTESTS
9 MARCH 2018

PRESENT:
Andrew Lockley (Chair)
Saghir Alam
Fiona Topliss
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WELCOME AND APOLOGIES
Apologies were received from S Ali, L Christon, D Hartley,

.

The meeting concerned only Trees Protests; M Lewis had recused himself from this
work.
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DEBRIEF FROM OBSERVATIONS ON 8 MARCH 2018
Members had a discussion about the events during the protest which took place the
previous day, as part of Op Quito.
A Lockley and F Topliss had joined the PCC for a Silver Command briefing, and
they, together with S Alam, had observed the subsequent Bronze Command
briefing and events on the ground at the protest in Kenwood Rd, S7. A Lockley had
then remained in Kenwood Rd for most of the day. A Lockley briefly described
some impressions of the protests.
Challenge to police impartiality
First, it was at times uncomfortable to be present. Because S Alam and A Lockley
were identified as observers, there were some difficult conversations with members
of the public around our independence and the PCC’s position. A principal issue
was the perception that the police were not impartial as between Sheffield City
Council (SCC)/Amey and the protestors.
A particular example of this was that people wanted to raise queries about the
conduct of the contractors, and these were put to A Lockley. The complaint was
that there was nobody to whom to report these issues; the advice was to ring 101.
There was an allegation that the fence round the safety zone had been moved
roughly and people were bruised in the process. Another was that a ‘bat box’ had
not been checked before sawing of that tree began. It was also of note that police
and Amey vehicles arrived at the same time giving the public the perception that
they were working together.
Observation of police conduct
The biggest challenge in enforcement terms resulted from two masked members of
the public being inside the safety zone, who refused to come out until forcibly
removed. One had lain down on the pavement, and was eventually removed by

security staff and handed over to police. The other was under a cherry picker and,
after being given ten opportunities to come out, was removed by police. Both
individuals were taken away in police vans.
To avert public concern,
, one of the PLOs at the scene, explained to
protestors that police would be changing from standard helmets to reinforced
headgear for their own safety whilst going under the cherry picker to remove the
protestor. During negotiation the protestor was also offered a hard hat, which he
removed.
The crowd numbered about 80, but after the removal of the masked protestors, the
numbers dwindled as two trees were felled.
A Lockley said that from his observation, police intervention had been in line with
the tactics explained at the briefings.
Reputational damage
Some of the chanting by protestors had referred to ‘Amey’s police’ and had made
unfavourable comparisons with Orgreave and the miners’ strike of 35 years ago. It
would not be surprising if officers present were uncomfortable with the whole
situation.
Other thoughts expressed in brief were:
 30+ officers was a heavy resource commitment and could not be sustained;
 It had taken 6 officers to remove the protestor from under the lorry;
 6 Police vehicles in total;
 Were all the officers positioned around the perimeter of the safety zone
actually necessary?
 s303 Highways Act (obstruction of a person exercising duties under the Act)
doesn’t give police a power of arrest unless the alleged obstructor refuses to
give their name and address;
 No-one from SCC was present, although a local councillor arrived during the
afternoon.
3. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
S Alam introduced a discussion on community engagement.
There was no reason to doubt the validity of notification of road closures.
There is some good practice and engagement taking place within the community.
Amey have posted leaflets out but a communication from the police about their
involvement might be helpful ahead of tree work in an area. It was felt that SCC
could and should do more to assist.
As the Easter holidays start in three weeks’ time, followed by the bird nesting
season, tree felling activity is expected to cease until July. This pause would
provide an opportunity to improve engagement.
4. COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA
The following documents were circulated at the meeting:


SYP’s Communications Plan






Transcript of ACC Hartley’s video regarding the role of the police in policing
protests
Letter to the Chief Constable from Lord Scriven regarding policing of Tree
Felling in Sheffield
Frequently asked questions sheet to be published on SYP’s website
S Ali had undertaken an analysis of relevant social media postings, which
members gratefully received.

A discussion followed on the media, as both sides of the story had been covered
previously (by the The Star, Calendar, Look North and BBC Radio Sheffield). There
had also been some national coverage, and the Yorkshire Post had given
prominent coverage during this week. The previous day’s events had been widely
covered in local media. The STAG Facebook page is regularly updated and
followers are kept abreast of activity to ensure a coordinated approach is formed.
A Lockley to ask S Ali if she had monitored the STAG Facebook page a part
of her analysis.
L Christon is currently reviewing the PCC, SYP and SCC’s public statements and is
preparing a report for the Panel.
5. THE PANEL’S REPORT
It was agreed that the Panel should aim to prepare an interim report for the
PCC by 22 March, to include:





a brief summary of observations
a summary of social media posts
a review of public statements from the PCC, SYP and SCC
key stakeholder/engagement report
a list of recommendations.

In order to underline police impartiality, it was agreed to recommend that there
should be a designated PLO on site to whom members of the public could report
incidents of concern/alleged offences; this would also assist with demand on 101.
Furthermore, Police and Amey should not arrive together. Leaflets explaining the
distinct role of the police should be circulated in areas selected for tree felling.
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DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting is scheduled for the 21st March 2018, 4.30pm at

CHAIR

.

Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Fiona Topliss
22 October 2018 14:36
Erika Redfearn
FW: Media - trees
Letter to Lord Scriven - Final CF1.pdf; 2018-03-07-PHOTO-00000003.jpg;
2018-03-07-PHOTO-00000004.jpg

Hi Erika
This is one of the emails sent to Linda with items for review – another couple to follow.
Thanks
fiona
From: Fiona Topliss
Sent: 14 March 2018 11:38
To: Linda Christon
Subject: Media - trees

Hi Linda
Please see attached reply from the CC in response to Lord Scriven’s letter (also attached in full) for the media
review.
This has generated some coverage locally in the YP and in the Star (the latter have simply published both letters in
full): Yorkshire Post
Thanks
Fiona
Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner
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Stephen Watson
Chief Constable

The Lord Scriven
House of Lords
London
SW1A 0PW
Monday 12th March 2018
Dear Lord Scriven,
Chief Constable’s response to Letter entitled, ‘Policing of Tree Felling in Sheffield’.
Thank you for your letter dated the 6th of March. The fact that you chose to publicise your
letter so widely without affording me the courtesy of the opportunity to reply is a source of
regret. This is particularly so in that your letter contains a number of statements which are
both factually inaccurate and prejudicial in nature.
What is clear however is that you do raise legitimate enquiry to understand the position of
South Yorkshire Police (SYP) in the policing of current tree felling activity in Sheffield. I
welcome the opportunity to comprehensively set out my responses to the questions which
you pose. In keeping with what is obviously your preferred mode of communication, I too
will be placing this letter into the public domain forthwith.
The police service have an obligation to ensure that we respond to issues of protest in a
fair and even-handed way. The policing of protest comes down to an exercise of
balancing competing rights and upholding the law. Our approach in these matters is
underpinned by considerations of necessity, proportionality and legality. We recognise
and embrace our accountability, not least before the law, in exercising our duties in the
professional manner that the public have every right to expect.
In this case, we are satisfied that Sheffield City Council (SCC) has a clear legal basis for
the performance of their maintenance duties. As you are aware, these matters have been
subject to detailed legal argument in the High Court and a protective injunction has been
issued in favour of SCC. In Sheffield City Council v Fairhall, Dillner & others [2017]
EWHC 2121 (QB). Mr. Justice Males held that the protesters’ presence within a tree
felling safety zone constituted a trespass and, ultimately, an offence contrary to s.303 of
the Highways Act 1980. In consequence, both the SCC and their contractors are
specifically afforded rights which cannot be unlawfully impinged.
It is also the case that all people have the right to peaceful and lawful protest, residents
have the right to the peaceful enjoyment of their property and the wider public have the
right to go about their business unmolested. The police have a positive duty to support the
maintenance of these rights and to intervene when these same rights are unlawfully
impinged upon. This is particularly so in circumstances where the interference with the
lawful rights of another is characterised by crime and / or disorder.
Given that the interests and rights of individuals and organisations can sometimes be at
odds with one another, the policing of protest is very often complex and contentious. I will
set out below therefore further detail as to our approach to this particular protest.
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Firstly, let me clearly state that SYP is entirely impartial in the execution of our duties in
this regard. SYP has no role in the exercise of council decision-making as to why, how or
when any maintenance is exercised. Whilst we will routinely liaise with all parties,
including the protesters themselves, SYP does not, nor ever would, act as the agent of
any organisation, lobby or group of interested parties.
SYP remain impartial with regards to the ongoing debate in relation to the trees
maintenance program and in respect of the protests against the program. These are
matters for public and political discourse and it is not the role of the police to take a view
on these issues. As you acknowledged in your recent interview on BBC Radio Sheffield,
the police do however have a legitimate and necessary role in ensuring that we are in a
position to practically support the sometimes competing rights of different parties and to
uphold the law. We will flex the numbers of staff that we deploy in response to an
assessment of the situation on the ground on any given day so that we remain capable of
discharging our duties effectively. In practice, the atmosphere surrounding the protests
has deteriorated in recent weeks and, regrettably, we have seen an increase in instances
of criminal behaviour. It is in response to this dynamic that SYP has been caused to
markedly increase the numbers of our officers deployed.
The duty of the police in these circumstances is a positive one, we cannot and will not
simply ignore criminal behaviour when it becomes manifest during otherwise lawful protest
activity. In these cases we have taken a balanced, proportionate and reasonable
approach but arrests for criminal matters have been made necessary by the actions of an
irresponsible minority. Prior to making any arrest, my officers will seek, to the fullest extent
possible, to engage with individuals respectfully and calmly so as to afford them every
opportunity to avoid the prospect of their being arrested. Officers only arrest people where
it is necessary.
SYP will ensure that we give our full and impartial attention to each and every allegation
and specific complaint that is received. To date, such allegations have involved
complaints against both the contractors and the protesters. In discharging our duties
impartially, SYP will take action against any party where evidence exists to suggest that
unlawful conduct has occurred. Our policing operations are actively supervised by senior
officers on the ground and our approaches are subject to continuous internal review by
our professional standards department and legal advisers. Externally, our approach is
subject to the scrutiny of the Police and Crime Commissioner, the external Ethics Panel
and ultimately by the courts.
I expect my officers to maintain the highest standards of professionalism. Officers
understand that they are all accountable for the effective performance of their duties. Any
complaints against SYP officers will be thoroughly investigated by my professional
standards department and we will take the appropriate action in circumstances where
complaints are upheld. Thus far however, I consider that my officers have sought to
exercise their duties professionally, politely and impartially. That a number of protesters
have sought to unlawfully obstruct individual officers in the execution of their duty is
beyond dispute as is the fact that such obstruction has on occasion been accompanied by
physical acts and foul abuse. Such behaviour is rightfully proscribed in law and will be
dealt with purposefully.
It would be churlish not to acknowledge that these protests stem from high emotion and
has seen persons of previously good character coming into conflict with the law. This is
regrettable and my officers will continue to undertake all reasonable steps to avoid the
situation where inflamed passions might result in the criminalisation of otherwise decent
and law abiding people. Our most fervent desire is to facilitate lawful protest whilst
seeking to persuade protestors to remain within the law.
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Ultimately however, the police cannot and will not permit individuals, however
passionately they may feel about an issue, to act with impunity. As a representative of our
Parliament, I am sure that you will support the principles of the rule of law and respect for
the rights of all persons in our country.
I set out within the accompanying appendix, direct answers to the individual questions
which you posed within your letter. I have lifted your questions verbatim and have
endeavoured to provide comprehensive answers and clarifications as requested.
Yours sincerely

Stephen Watson
Chief Constable

Attached – Appendix 1
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Appendix
I set out below my response and clarifications to the questions which you posed in your
letter.
1) The use if [sic] CCTV and other evidence gathering technology to film people
[sic] what PIA’s have been carried out for each Tree Felling incident that
South Yorkshire Police attend? If so what have the PIA’s indicated.
After the disorder and assaults experienced on the 22nd January 2018, subsequent
operations have employed the use of two overt evidence gatherers. These have been
deployed with mobile camcorders to film the ongoing protest activity in response to the
tree felling operations. In addition, a marked police CCTV van has also been deployed.
The purpose of deploying evidence gatherers provides several benefits. There is a record
of the scene prior to, during and after public order events. The filming will record the giving
of the five step appeal process when dealing with protestors and any other warning
messages. This will also record evidence of the interactions between protestors, police
and security staff and provides an accurate record as to the attempts to deal with the
protestors appropriately.
The recordings made by evidence gatherers will also provide evidence of the level of force
being used by the Servoca Staff (SIA Staff) to ensure this is reasonable as per Section 3
of the Criminal Law Act 1967. The evidence gatherers can also collate evidence of any
criminal offences that may occur and assist in the investigation of criminal offences. In the
event that arrests become necessary, these too will be recorded.
The use of the mobile CCTV provides the live feed into the Silver Command Control
enabling the Silver Commander to continuously monitor the situation, having the ability to
assess conditions and thresholds and thus direct the policing operation as appropriate. In
addition to the obvious benefits of deploying these resources the presence of clearly
marked police evidence gatherers and CCTV can help to refute any inaccurate allegations
made and serve to reduce tension at public order events with people modifying their
behaviour and actions in the knowledge they are being recorded.
A Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) is not a legislative requirement. It was not considered
appropriate for a PIA to be completed for the tree felling operations as the deployment of
overt evidence gatherers and mobile CCTV is a long established practice commonly used
in public order events, requiring a police presence, and is in accord with the Code of
Practice in respect of PIA’s issued by the ICO.
2) Can you indicate how South Yorkshire Police have complied with the ICO
data on the use of Surveillance Cameras and personal information? I wish
you to address each relevant section and not just a general reply.
Deciding when surveillance camera systems should be used.
As stated above utilising CCTV and evidence gatherers is a long established practice
endorsed by the College of Policing. Overt filming is a method used by the police to
maintain public order, prevent crime and assist in the investigation of offences. The
decision to deploy evidence gatherers and mobile CCTV in the tree felling operation was
taken in view of the perceived increased risk to both sides of the protest and to ensure
accountability of all parties. It is a proportionate and necessary response to the demands
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of the police and to achieve the objectives of the police. They are used for the prevention
and detection of crime and disorder.
Governance – Effective Administration.
South Yorkshire Police is responsible for the deployment of evidence gatherers and
mobile CCTV and are clearly marked as Police resources. The utilisation of these
resources is carried out in accordance with its legislative requirements and the College of
Policing Authorised Professional Practice Guidance.
Governance – Storage and viewing of surveillance system information
South Yorkshire Police act in accordance with the relevant legislative requirements and
guidance issued by the National Police Chief’s Council and College of Policing in relation
to the storage and retention of recordings. Footage is securely retained for a period of 31
days as per the national guidance and reviewed during that period, if there is any footage
required for evidential value then we continue to comply with our further legislative
requirements in this regard. Any relevant footage of criminal offences or for the
investigation of criminal offences is properly exhibited. If the footage is not required for
evidential purposes, it will be deleted in accordance with the guidance. Mobile CCTV
evidence is securely retained for a period of 30 days and the system automatically deletes
footage thereafter in a systematic process unless, as above, there is footage of evidential
value which will be retained.
Governance – Disclosure
Any disclosure of footage will be controlled and only in circumstances prescribed in law.
Governance – Subject Access Requests
South Yorkshire Police is committed to complying with Subject Access Requests as per
the Data Protection Act 1998.
Governance – Freedom of Information
South Yorkshire Police is committed to complying with the Freedom of Information Act
2000.
3) The number of face to face meeting [sic] and teleconference between SYP
and / or Amey and / or Sheffield City Council where discussions or dialogue
took place regarding the removal of protestors by force from safety
zones/safety zones by SIA personal [sic].
To perform our duty in keeping everyone safe whilst balancing their respective rights, SYP
must regularly liaise with all the key stakeholders, these being SCC, Amey, protest
groups, local communities, elected members and other interested parties. Such meetings
are frequent and multi-tiered to support the effective exercise of our duty. Since the
escalation seen on Meersbrook Park Road on Monday 22 January 2018, there have been
five formal face-to-face meetings and no teleconferences. In addition, during periods of
activity, key SCC and SYP personnel have been co-located within SYP premises. This is
to allow for effective communication and coordination. Joint deployment briefings occur so
as to ensure that all parties are clear as to their respective responsibilities. This process
enables the safe and effective deployment of all of those deployed, which includes SCC
sub-contractors. Nothing within these practical arrangements undermine one of the key
tenets of the Gold Command Protocol which explicitly asserts the operational
independence and impartiality of SYP.
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4) The number of face to face meeting [sic] and teleconference [sic] between
SYP and protest groups such as STAG where discussions or dialogue took
place regarding the removal of protestors by force from zones/ safety zones
by SIA personal [sic].
SYP’s Protest Liaison Team has been in dialogue with STAG since 2015, providing a
communications link between STAG and SYP and acting as a point of contact for the
protesters. Ahead of the announcement that tree work was due to begin again, and
SYP’s announcement of a higher police presence, three officers from SYP’s Protest
Liaison Team invited STAG representatives and anyone else they felt would benefit from
this to a face to face meeting on Thursday 22 February. The group of 13 who attended
included 4 persons who introduced themselves as affiliates of STAG. The five-step appeal
used by AMEY prior to use of force under section 3 of the Criminal Law Act was explained
in detail together with the many aspects of SYP’s role in this activity.
A copy of the presentation was provided to those who attended and the group recorded
the entire meeting, with our consent. A precis of this meeting was circulated on STAG’s
Facebook page. Protest Liaison officers are deployed to each day’s activity and hundreds
of face-to-face interactions have taken place with protestors and protest groups at the
scene.
5) Have any agreement [sic] been reached with SYP and / or Amey and / or
Sheffield City Council on the role of Police inside the Safety Zones?
Yes. The agreement is that Amey and their SIA company will remove protesters and
prevent them from entering the safety zone. The role of the police inside the safety zone is
to gather evidence regarding the appropriate use of force by SIA staff and also deal with
any criminal offences including section 303 of the Highways Act 1980. A police liaison
officer will also be deployed in the safety zone to appeal to protesters inside the zone, as
part of the five-step appeal delivered by SIA staff. This provides an opportunity to
negotiate with the protester to leave the zone without the use of force or danger of arrest.
6) What [sic] the operational sign-off procedure for the deployment of Police
numbers and resources to each Tree Felling Incident and which officer had
the final say on both numbers of police officers and the operational use of
filming and use of riot shields, etc?
The police use the National Decision Making model to assess the information available
and make decisions regarding the threats and risks posed in any given situation. The
assessment is conducted by an accredited public order silver commander and a strategy
is set by a public order accredited gold commander. The silver commander will develop a
tactical plan including resource requirements based on the threat and risk assessment for
any given situation. This is presented to the gold commander for final sign off.
The operational use of filming is a recognised tactic for dealing with public order situations
and is contained within national guidance (College of Policing Approved Practice for
Public Order) https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/public-order/
The silver commander will set a policing style, which is appropriate for the incident or in
this case protest. The policing style set is friendly and approachable and officers are
dressed in normal police uniform with high-visibility vests. At no point in this operation
have officers been deployed in level one code of dress, more colloquially referred to as
‘riot gear’.
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The only time a shield has been deployed during this operation is when two protesters
chained themselves together and a trained police officer was preparing to remove them.
The shield in question was intended to be used in protecting the protesters from any
sparks during removal given the use of cutting equipment. In this case the protesters
released themselves so the shield was not used. Protective headgear has also been used
during the removal of protesters, which is part of a health and safety requirement for
police officers.
7) Why when a 66-year-old lady yesterday [sic] was knocked to the ground in a
safety zone by SIA staff why [sic] did SYP officers not make any attempt to
deal with this?
The lady in question had unlawfully entered into the safety zone with another protester.
She was being escorted out of the safety zone by SIA staff, when she lifted her feet off the
ground. At the same time, a second protester was violently struggling with security staff
and the lady was knocked to the floor.
Our officers at the site made an assessment of the situation and called for an ambulance.
She was cared for and looked after at the scene by officers and SIA staff, who provided
her with a blanket. Officers, following a conversation with the lady, decided the quickest
option was for police to provide her with transport and she was carried by a number of
officers from the site, to a police van, and on to further care.
8) What operational assessments have been made to deploy over the last 3
months the number of police officers to each tree felling event that SYP have
been present [sic]? Why based on public safety has the number been agreed
upon?
This is covered under point 6 – these numbers are decided using the National Decision
Making model and are necessary and proportionate to the threat and risk anticipated.
9) Who has asked SYP to attend each Tree Felling incident since September
2017? Could I please have the name of the Organisation and why SYP have
agreed to attend each one based on evidence?
Since 2017, SYP has had a response plan in place to attend tree work sites, where
protest has impeded the lawful activity to maintain the highways. SYP has a statutory duty
to allow the enjoyment of rights without interference from crime and disorder.
10) Who is reviewing from SYP the ongoing deployment of police resources to
tree felling incidents?
This is reviewed on a daily basis using the National Decision Making model by the silver
commander. The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner has also commissioned an
independent review of the police operation, through its Advisory Panel on Policing
Protests. The whole operation – strategy, risk assessment, tactical plan and resourcing
has also been subject to an independent force peer review and has been approved and
endorsed.
11) What information is been [sic] passed between SYP and/or Amey and
Sheffield City Council with regards to the data collected as part of Evidence
Gathering and how does this comply with the HRA and data protection
legislation?
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No personal information collected as part of this operation is passed between SYP and
Sheffield City Council and/or Amey. Any request for personal data from third parties is
dealt with in accordance with our statutory responsibilities. Notwithstanding the Data
Protection Act exemption for the disclosure of personal data where it is necessary for the
purpose of legal proceedings that could potentially be relied upon by South Yorkshire
Police, there will be no disclosure to third parties without a sealed Court Order requiring
the relevant information to be disclosed.
12) I am somewhat distressed to see some of the videos placed on social media
and the way that South Yorkshire Police might be perceived to have lost any
sense of prospective [sic] in the way they are dealing with this issue.
South Yorkshire Police have not placed any video of the protests on social media. The
videos which appear on social media have come from private individuals, often from the
STAG protest group themselves and represent edited highlights of what has occurred at
each of the events. They do not accurately represent what occurred either prior to, or after
the filming of such clips. As detailed earlier, our CCTV and evidence gathering facility will
ensure that evidence can be gathered and the actual interpretation of the facts of the
incident can be garnered by the courts from the resulting footage. Whilst we will review
social media for evidence the edited video provided by any party will not be our single
evidential reference point. Such footage must always be approached with a degree of
caution.
13) Supplementary question: As you will see from the attached photo the police
on Thursday woe riot helmets [sic]. Can you please let me know the risk that
was in place and by how many protesters were deemed to be a threat to the
safety of your officers to instigate the wearing of riot helmets. How this
approach is consistent with SYP rules and guidlelines [sic] on the use of
such riot gear.
Decisions around the code of dress are made based upon the risk assessment around the
activity to take place. On this occasion, the picture you attach refers to the removal of a
protestor from underneath a heavy wagon, which had been winched off the ground with
hydraulic equipment posing a significant risk for anyone beneath it. While the protestor
remained under the vehicle, he was offered the use of a hard hat to protect against any
harm he may come to whilst there.
The officers were involved in removing the protestor and to protect themselves, with
regard to the health and safety of all involved, the decision was taken to use the ‘NATO’
helmets. The use of such does not infer a riot, but ensures the relevant, suitable head
protection of the officers tasked with removing the protestor from beneath the wagon, who
was committing an offence under the Highways Act, as detailed previously in this letter.
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Advisory Panel on Policing Protest; Notes of a meeting
21 March 2018
Present:
Andrew Lockley (Chair)
Sahir Ali
Saghir Alam
Linda Christon
Fiona Topliss
The Commissioner (for part)
A Lockley had produced a first draft of the interim report on policing Sheffield’s tree protests.
Members discussed the following sections:




Are any of the criticisms justified including lack of police impartiality, disproportionality,
public resources?
Steps the police are invited to consider
Summary and recommendations on social media
Only a political solution can bring this issue to an end

L Christon enquired if her email (sent on 23 March) regarding MP’s getting involved had been
included in the report and asked if the PCC had released a statement in line with Jared O’Mara
MP’s observation. It was confirmed no statement had been issued. A Lockley to update the draft
to take account of L Christon’s email.
3 points were made in relation to the report’s discussion about police impartiality:



Police and Amey should not arrive together
Leaflets explaining the distinct role of the police should be circulated in areas selected for
tree felling
There should always be an officer on site to receive complaints about the actions of Amey
and its contractors.

It was more difficult to make recommendations in relation to disproportionality, because the
number of officers deployed is a matter of operational judgement.
A Lockley to raise disproportionality with ACC Hartley. What mechanisms do the Force use to
decide the amount of officers required at each protest? Is this reviewed regularly? Is this
intelligence based?
S Ali reported that the STAG Facebook page had her blocked her access, so she had been unable to
update her report about the impact of social media.
L Christon referred to the low-key media responses from SYP. F Topliss mentioned this could be due
to the caution which has to be exercised when legal processes have to be followed. However it was
felt that responses could be much swifter. The strategy is good, but, SYP’s comms/engagement
work needs improving. SYP seem to be on the back foot. A conversation followed on SYP publicising
charges/arrests – F Topliss explained this could have a positive or negative impact – if don’t publish

it could be viewed as SYP has done nothing. It was suggested that maybe the language used in SYP
tweets could be improved as it all reads negatively.
A discussion followed on levying charges for policing. There are questions about the circumstances in
which commercial contractors could be charged for at least part of the cost of policing. This is
expected to become a big issue for fracking. Concerns were raised about the longer-term and the
financial burden for SYP in policing of environmental protests.
Tree felling is not expected to continue through Easter. In the longer term, there is no law to prevent
anyone from felling trees or pruning hedges at any time of year, but it is a criminal offence to
destroy a tree with an active nest.
Trust and Confidence is a key issue and members decided to transfer this section of S Ali’s
contribution to the main body of the report.
A Billings joined the meeting and thanked the members for the draft which had been shown to him.
A Lockley confirmed that a lot of further work was necessary.
A Billings advised the panel to be mindful that a number of legal cases are still active.
There was a further discussion about whether there is a need for SYP/AMEY to arrive separately.
Members suggested that the report recommends that a small police presence is on site before
others arrive.
A large number of people were wearing hi-vis vests (some of which were protestors) therefore it is
easy for the public to assume high police presence. It was suggested maybe SYP/contractors should
wear different colours.
As the Commissioner was present at the protest, the Panel considered if SYP behaved differently - it
was felt however that the Police and contractors acted according to the briefings they received.
A discussion followed on masked protestors and face coverings and the Panel agreed to put a
comment in the report around this issue.
Members asked if a political solution could be sought and enquired if the PCC could explore the
possibility of bringing parties together.
Members suggested that as well as making SYP’s role clear to the public they also need to ensure
the PCC’s role is clear.
A March is planned on the 7 April involving a number of celebrities.
Local Authorities are individually responsible for setting the start of purdah. The latest date for the
start of purdah is Monday 27th March. F Topliss had spoken with the APPC regarding publishing the
report and was advised if there was any doubt at all it should not be published during the purdah
period.
It was decided that the report would be released into the public domain after purdah.
It was agreed that S Ali and L Christon will continue to review the comms/social media activity
until the 28th March 2018.
A Lockley to expand on key themes and to incorporate the issues raised by the members. He
would circulate a second draft report after Easter.

Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fiona Topliss
09 November 2018 12:30
Sally Parkin
FW: Trees report comments

Importance:

High

From: Fiona Topliss
Sent: 27 April 2018 15:01
To:
Cc: Michelle Buttery; The Commissioner
Subject: Trees report comments
Importance: High

Hi Andrew
Following our discussion earlier, please see below comments from Alan, Michelle and myself, in response to the
draft report into the Tree protests:
General comments:
An Executive Summary to be included at the beginning which includes the recommendations pulled together and a
conclusion.
There needs to be a specific reference as to whether the ‘policing is fair and proportionate’ as per the ToR..
Specific Detail:
Page 6 – Implies that Police are being ‘used’ inappropriately by SCC but doesn’t specifically say who suggests it – if
you mean protestors can that be added?
Page 14 – Last para of Evaluation of Comms (bottom of page). It is not the PCC’s responsibility to distribute leaflets
explaining the operational role of SYP. Should this recommendation read’SYP’ rather than ‘PCC?
Page 15 – Final para and recommendations – should this now be deleted as events overtook the recommendation
and there is now no need for a meeting to be called or Alan’s involvement in calling the meeting?
Page 15/16 – The text after ‘Common themes are’ is hidden under the screen shots from Twitter.
Page 16-19 – Suggest deleting the examples of tweets and Facebook as this is a very small snapshot of the extensive
coverage and identifies individuals.

Formatting
Once the report is complete I will undertake a ‘tidying up’ to put a cover and standardise all formatting and
presentation before it is published.
Publishing of Report
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This should be put into the public domain at the next meeting of PAB (31 May) where it can be received by Alan and
the force can publcily respond. A media statement will be produced in advance ready to go out on the day of PAB.
Interviews can also be offered on that day.
I have spoken with Alan and he is on favour of doing it once the papers go into the public domain. I will need to
speak to Sally on Monday to see if that will be the Friday or the Tuesday but I think we should be fine for pencilling
in the Tuesday which will be preferable with the local media as will ensure it is timely for both weekly and daily
papers. I will pencil it in to mine and Alan’s diaries to be available between 11.30am and 2pm on Tues 29 May. I will
send out a note to the media on the Friday morning advising that it will be released on Tuesday and offer interview
slots if required then we will know what interest there is.
Please bear in mind I will need a couple of days notice to ensure I have the time to tidy up the formatting before it
goes in to the PAB papers.

Regards
Fiona
Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

14 January 2019 11:04
Sally Parkin
FW: Tree report
APPP Trees report PM comments.docx

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From: Fiona Topliss
Sent: 15 May 2018 09:33
To:
Subject: FW: Tree report

Hi Andrew
Apologies for the delay in getting this to you.
regards
Fiona
From: DAVID HARTLEY [mailto:
Sent: 14 May 2018 17:02
To: Fiona Topliss
Subject: RE: Tree report

]

Fiona
Please find it attached.
The strategy reference is actually included in full in one of my track changes comments boxes
I do not believe that SCC have signed the MOU, but we continue to work to it as a principle.
Regards
Dave
David Hartley
Assistant Chief Constable
Local Policing
Police Headquarters
Carbrook House
Carbrook Hall Road
Sheffield
S9 2EH (S9 2EG for sat nav)
Email:
Twitter: @SYPDavidHartley
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From: Fiona Topliss [mailto
Sent: 10 May 2018 16:54
To: DAVID HARTLEY <
Subject: Tree report

>

Hi Dave
Andrew Lockley has been into see Michelle and I today and has asked if he can have a copy of the report with your
comments on? I only have a hard copy version with my notes and scribbles on – can you send me a version that I can
pass on?
Also, when we met last week did you suggest that the Gold Strategy in its entirety be appendixed to the final report,
rather than just bits of it being quoted? If so could you also forward me the most up to date version to pass on?
We also discussed the MoU between the force and SCC – is that signed and can it also be appendixed?
Many thanks
Fiona
Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner

SYP Alerts offers information about local policing issues by text, email or voice message. Sign-up now at
www.sypalerts.co.uk #SignMeUp

SYP Alerts offers information about local policing issues by text, email or voice message. Sign-up now at
www.sypalerts.co.uk #SignMeUp
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

andrew lockley
>
11 June 2018 18:30
Saghir-Cllr Alam; Linda Christon; Michael Lewis; Sahir Ali
Fiona Topliss;
APPP
APPP Trees report.docx

Categories:

Action

Dear All
Thank you for your comments on the draft of the trees report.
I have as a result amended paras 4.1, 8.19, 9.16 and 10.1. I enclose the up-to-date version (v4). I
am very much hoping that we can sign this off at the meeting tomorrow. Fiona will, I'm sure,
advise on publication.
Best wishes
Andrew.
Andrew Lockley
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Advisory Panel on Policing Protests
12 June 2018
Present:Andrew Lockley (Chair)
Saghir Alam
Michael Lewis
ACC David Hartley
Supt Paul McCurry
Fiona Topliss

1.

Welcome and Introductions
The Chair welcomed those present to the meeting. Apologies had been received
from Linda Christon, Sahir Ali,
and
.
The Panel asked that best wishes be conveyed to
.

2.

Minutes of the meeting held on 21 March 2018
The minutes of the meeting held on 21 March 2018 were accepted as an accurate
record.

3.

Matters Arising
Actions from previous meetings were all complete.
This item does not fall within the scope of the
request

5.

Final Report - Policing of Tree Protests
A Lockley had produced a final draft of the ‘Policing Sheffield’s Trees Protests’ report
and provided the background to this commissioned work. The report was for
presentation to the Public Accountability Board on 28 June, when it would also be
published.
A Lockley recalled that following the observations of SYP’s Op Quito and its approach
to the ongoing trees protests, an interim report had been prepared by the Panel, on
which comments had been received from ACC Hartley, Supt McCurry, the PCC and
the OPCC. The version before the meeting today had incorporated many of the
comments made, together with other points. The report now had at its heart an
evaluation of three principal criticisms which had been made by members of the
public:
1.
2.
3.

The Police lack impartiality
The Police response is disproportionate
Policing the tree protests is a waste of public resources.

The report had concluded that the first two criticisms were unfounded, but the Panel
made a number of recommendations, including in relation to the third criticism.
A review of communications was also undertaken during this time and a number of
recommendations were made.
The Force welcomed the independent report and noted the conclusions and
recommendations made by the Panel.
This item does not fall within the scope of the request

7.

Date and time of next meeting
To be confirmed.

8.

Any Other Business
The Panel agreed that if members of the public would like to raise any specific
‘scrutiny issues’ they would consider these requests separately.

ACTION SCHEDULE
Advisory Panel on Policing Protests – Op Quito Review
(Updated following meeting – latest update shown in bold)

No. Date
1

Actions

01/03/2018 South Yorkshire Police to be
asked to provide a written briefing
of the background and current
position.

Owner

Updates

Status

F Topliss /
Supt P
McCurry

Fiona Topliss spoke with Supt Paul McCurry
following the teleconference and emailed
request for briefing on 02/03/2018

Ongoing

PM agreed to provide A Lockley with a
verbal briefing of the history on Tuesday and
F Topliss to capture a bullet point history
and circulate to Panel members afterwards.
02/03/2018

2

3

01/03/2018 Obtain a copy of the SYP Media
Plan for Op Quito

01/03/2018 A review to be undertaken of the
Force’s social media posts and
interactions from members of the
public.

F Topliss

S Ali

Action: F Topliss to circulate once available
Copy of Media Plan requested from
(Corp Comms) 02/03/2018
Action: F Topliss to forward to L Christon once
received
F Topliss requested a list of all the Force’s
social media accounts that have been
proactively providing operational updates.
02/03/2018
Action: F Topliss to forward to S Ali once
received

COMPLETE
Awaiting receipt of
Media Plan
COMPLETE
Awaiting list of social
media accounts

COMPLETE

4

01/03/2018 A review to be undertaken of the
media statements of SYP, PCC,
Sheffield City Council and Amey
for background.

L Christon

09/03/18 – A Lockley asked S Ali to monitor
the STAG facebook page

COMPLETE

21/03/18 – S Ali to continue to review the
social media activity until the 28 March 2018
F Topliss requested copies of all SYP media
statement issued in relation to the operation
02/03/2018

COMPLETE
Awaiting receipt of
SYP media
statements

Action: F Topliss to forward to L Christon once
received, along with PCC, Amey and Sheffield
City Council statements

COMPLETE

PCC & SCC statement sent to L Christon
02/03/2018

5

6

7

8

01/03/2018 A meeting to be arranged between F Topliss
Andrew Lockley and Supt Paul
McCurry (Silver Command) as
soon as possible.
01/03/2018 Andrew Lockley and Saghir Alam
F Topliss
to each observe the Silver 8am
briefing and be present to observe
at Bronze/on the ground.
01/03/2018 A review to be undertaken of the
Force’s Tactical Plan.

01/03/2018 Hard copies of Tactical Plan to be
made available for A Lockley & S
Alam

A Lockley /
S Alam
F Topliss

21/03/18 – L Christon to continue to review
the media activity until the 28 March 2018
Complete 01/03/2018 – meeting arranged for
Tuesday 6 March at 2pm

COMPLETE

P McCurry agreed to facilitate observations
by 2 Panel members next week. 01/03/2018

Awaiting
confirmation of dates
from Panel members
before finalising
COMPLETE
Ongoing

A Lockley & S Alam to undertake individual
reviews of the Tactical Plan and consult
each other next week. 01/03/2018
F Topliss to make arrangements for both to
receive hard copies of the Tactical Plan

Complete

COMPLETE
Complete Delivered to S Alam
by hand & sent via

9

01/03/2018 A holding statement to be
prepared in case any media
enquiries are received before the
publication of the report.

F Topliss

01/03/2018 It was agreed that no proactive
media would be undertaken until
the report is produced and ready
for publication. Once the report is
published a press release will be
prepared and media interviews
organised.

F Topliss
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01/03/2018 Meeting to be arranged for 9
March

F Topliss

12

01/03/2018 Meeting to be arranged for
19/03/2018

10

F Topliss to prepare w/c 05/03/2018

secure delivery to A
Lockley 02/03/2018
Ongoing
COMPLETE

F Topliss to draft release once report
produced

Ongoing

09/03/2018 The Panel agreed to prepare an
interim report for the PCC by 22 March 2018
21/03/2018 It was agreed that the report
would be published after the purdah period
Meeting confirmed and invites sent for
meeting 9 March at 5pm at Carbrook
01/03/2018
Agreed to arrange a meeting around Linda’s
availability to attend on 19/03/2018
Update 02/03/2018:A Lockley not available
on 19/03/2018 to arrange for 21/03/2018 –
awaiting confirmation from L Christon that
this is acceptable

COMPLETE
Complete

Ongoing
COMPLETE –
Meeting took place
on the 21/03/2018

Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Categories:

Sally Parkin
15 March 2018 20:58
Trees
Police presence at tree felling; Contact us; Police involvement in peaceful street tree
protests
Egress Switch: Unprotected

Hi Andrew
I have had a look through the tree correspondence.
We have had around 156 people contact Alan over the last couple of weeks, quite a few of them a number of
times. There aren’t many that mention intimidation, the first email attached is from
and he
specifically mentions a neighbour experiencing intimation. The second and third emails talks about the use of force
and intimidation to resolve the issue, we have received 5 of these emails all of which use similar wording.
I am not sure this helps – there aren’t that many intimidation I’m afraid. If you can come back to me tomorrow if
you need anything else I will be able to have a look at it otherwise I am on leave until 26 March,
should be able
to assist you around the correspondence if there is anything else.
Thanks

Sally
Sally Parkin
Business Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner
Carbrook House
Carbrook Hall Road
Sheffield
South Yorkshire
S9 2EH
Telephone:
Wesbite: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC)
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

<
>
23 February 2018 10:27
Info
Police involvement in peaceful street tree protests

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear Dr Billings
I am shocked and dismayed to hear that South Yorkshire Police are putting resources into supporting Amey's
removal of peaceful protesters, in pursuit of the problematic Streets Ahead PFI that SCC have refused to
transparently discuss with citizens of Sheffield.
This is a political issue, and to see it being dealt with by force (no less police force) rather than mediation or
discussion is deeply worrying. This is particularly so where this strategy involves huge cost to the public purse.
I have observed a number of protests when street trees are being needlessly felled and have never seen anything
other than peaceful protest from protestors. The only violence I have seen has been from Amey employed security
staff which has been ignored by Police.
The idea that force and intimidation of ordinary law abiding citizens are strategies to resolve political dispute is
frankly anti-democratic. If this is all SCC has to offer in the face of calls for talks from the campaign, this reflects so
poorly on our how our city is run.
It is a shame that the police have seen fit to engage in these strategies rather than directing resources to protecting
the people of Sheffield from crime. It does reputational damage that it will be difficult to repair.

Sent from my iPad
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

<
09 March 2018 13:59
Info
Police presence at tree felling

>

Sir,
As a resident of Sheffield I am fully supportive of a police presence to enable work on the trees to be carried out
safely, without further long delays and, most importantly, without the intimidation and threatening behaviour
experienced by ordinary residents from the protesters.
We experienced exactly that before Christmas when there was no police presence available. An
neighbour
who had recently undergone
was shouted at and harangued by a group of up to 10, one of whom was
masked, when he tried to make clear that wanted the tree work carried out and the tree was
. The work was abandoned after two of the protesters jumped the safety barrier and refused to move. This
caused considerable distress and remains a worry as we believe the same is likely to happen again ... and again!
Whilst I respect the right to peaceful and law abiding protest this was not of that nature and was truly shocking to
witness. Much of the recent TV coverage shows the same .. and that should not be faced by residents with no police
support. I also believe the workforce has shown considerable restraint under what must be extremely difficult
circumstances and they too deserve our protection.
I urge Dr Billings to recognise that a small, vocal and media savvy group, most of whom are not living locally, are not
representing the voice of the many ordinary (and rate-paying) people who want to benefit from improved roads and
pavements. Our road,
, has a pavement that is badly in need of repair and is currently unsafe for elderly
and in some parts impassable for those with mobility issues.
Please consider how many people do NOT come out/ join in the protests in their streets. I believe that is a much
better measure of real community feeling around this issue.

Sent from my iPad
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

formpost@contensis.co.uk
23 February 2018 21:00
Info
Contact us

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Right-click here to download
pictures. To help protect y our
priv acy , Outlook prev ented
auto matic downlo ad o f this
picture from the Internet.
contensis-logo

Contensis Email Notification

Project - southyorkshire-pcc
http://cms.southyorkshire.pcc.contensis.co.uk/

A new form post has been received.

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic
download of this picture from the Internet.
A new form post has been receiv ed

Posted on:

23/02/2018 20:59:09

Posted from:

http://www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk/Contact-Us/Contact-UsForm.aspx

Form Post
Name:
Address:
Email:
Department/Area: Enquiry

Message:

Dear Dr Billings, Police and Crime Commissioner I am shocked and dismayed to
hear that South Yorkshire Police are putting resources into supporting Amey's
removal of peaceful protesters, in pursuit of the problematic Streets Ahead PFI that
SCC have refused to transparently discuss with citizens of Sheffield. This is a
political issue, and to see it being dealt with by force (no less police force) rather
than mediation or discussion is deeply worrying. This is particularly so where this
strategy involves huge cost to the public purse. The idea that force and intimidation
are strategies to resolve political dispute is frankly anti-democratic. If this is all SCC
has to offer in the face of calls for talks from the campaign, this reflects so poorly on
how our city is run. It is a shame that the police have seen fit to engage in these
strategies rather than directing resources to protecting the people of Sheffield from
crime. It does reputational damage that it will be difficult to repair. Yours sincerely

Properties
Form Reference:

FRM1455
1

Posted by:

Mr Public User (publicuser@contensis.co.uk)

IP Address:

172.16.43.32

Posted on:

23/02/2018 20:59:09

Posted from:

http://www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk/Contact-Us/Contact-Us-Form.aspx

Marked as Read:

No (Mark this post as read)

Form template:

/SiteElements/Forms/Contact-us.frm

This automated email has been sent from Contensis Content Management System. Any statements made, or intentions expressed in
this communication may not necessarily reflect the view of Contensis. The information contained in this e-mail is confidential. It is
intended only for the addressee. If you are not the addressee you must not disclose, copy or distribute this or take any action in
reliance upon it. If you receive this e-mail in error, please notify your system administrator.
WARNING: Please ensure that you have adequate virus protection in place before you open or detach any documents attached to this
e-mail.
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

<
>
22 August 2018 19:38
The Commissioner
Freedom of Information request - FOI: Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Dear South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner,
I am writing to you with regards to the Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests produced by the Advisory Panel
on Policing Protests.
I have read SYPCC report and all the information released by SYP under FOI to date.
In the SYPCC report there is no mention of any investigation or discussions with the Forestry Commission
about the legality of the felling. The Forestry Commission first opened there investigation into Sheffield
2017 and is still continuing.
In the reports I find various mentions regarding the legality, but no mention of the Forestry Commission
investigation into felling.
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while creating
Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
1. Any record held by SYPPCC regarding SYP, Amey of Sheffield City Council and their knowledge of the
Forestry Commission investigation. If responsive records are found please provide a copy of any matching
records that meet this request with necessary redactions for personal information.
In the SYPCC report the following claim was presented:
****
6.2 On 21 February 2018, SCC announced that work had to be abandoned at
Nether Edge, Sheffield, S7. Its statement said that protestors appeared to be
using dangerous tactics such as pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and
using oil which could cause chain saws to slip.
****
I have reviewed all the SYP incident logs that have been released there is no reference or reporting of the
following 'pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and using oil'
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while creating
Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
2. Any and all records relied upon by SYPCC to include the statement presented in 6.2 of the report. If
responsive records are found please provide a copy of any matching records that meet this request with
necessary redactions for personal information, on going law enforcement activity.
There were three official multi-agency meetings with Amey, SCC and SYP on 5th February 2018, 19th
1

February 2018 and 23rd February. These meeting were audio recorded, and recordings still held by SYP.
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while creating
Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
3. Is there any recorded information relating to SYPCC been informed of the February 5th, 19th & 23rd
audio recordings.
3.1 Is there any recorded information of SYPCC seeking to access these recordings.
3.2 Is there any recorded information as to when these audio recordings reviewed by SYPCC protest
advisory board.
Yours faithfully,

------------------------------------------------------------------Please use this email address for all replies to this request:

Is
the wrong address for Freedom of Information requests to South
Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner? If so, please contact us using this form:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/change_request/new?body=south_yorkshire_pcc
Disclaimer: This message and any reply that you make will be published on the internet. Our privacy and
copyright policies:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/help/officers
For more detailed guidance on safely disclosing information, read the latest advice from the ICO:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/help/ico-guidance-for-authorities
Please note that in some cases publication of requests and responses will be delayed.
If you find this service useful as an FOI officer, please ask your web manager to link to us from your
organisation's FOI page.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

The Commissioner
23 August 2018 09:53
'andrew lockley'
FW: Freedom of Information request - FOI: Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests

Andrew
For information.
Alan
From:
[mailto:
]
Sent: 22 August 2018 19:38
To: The Commissioner
Subject: Freedom of Information request - FOI: Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests

Dear South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner,
I am writing to you with regards to the Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests produced by the Advisory Panel
on Policing Protests.
I have read SYPCC report and all the information released by SYP under FOI to date.
In the SYPCC report there is no mention of any investigation or discussions with the Forestry Commission
about the legality of the felling. The Forestry Commission first opened there investigation into Sheffield
2017 and is still continuing.
In the reports I find various mentions regarding the legality, but no mention of the Forestry Commission
investigation into felling.
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while creating
Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
1. Any record held by SYPPCC regarding SYP, Amey of Sheffield City Council and their knowledge of the
Forestry Commission investigation. If responsive records are found please provide a copy of any matching
records that meet this request with necessary redactions for personal information.
In the SYPCC report the following claim was presented:
****
6.2 On 21 February 2018, SCC announced that work had to be abandoned at
Nether Edge, Sheffield, S7. Its statement said that protestors appeared to be
using dangerous tactics such as pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and
using oil which could cause chain saws to slip.
****
I have reviewed all the SYP incident logs that have been released there is no reference or reporting of the
following 'pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and using oil'
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while creating
Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
2. Any and all records relied upon by SYPCC to include the statement presented in 6.2 of the report. If
1

responsive records are found please provide a copy of any matching records that meet this request with
necessary redactions for personal information, on going law enforcement activity.
There were three official multi-agency meetings with Amey, SCC and SYP on 5th February 2018, 19th
February 2018 and 23rd February. These meeting were audio recorded, and recordings still held by SYP.
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while creating
Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
3. Is there any recorded information relating to SYPCC been informed of the February 5th, 19th & 23rd
audio recordings.
3.1 Is there any recorded information of SYPCC seeking to access these recordings.
3.2 Is there any recorded information as to when these audio recordings reviewed by SYPCC protest
advisory board.
Yours faithfully,

------------------------------------------------------------------Please use this email address for all replies to this request:

Is
the wrong address for Freedom of Information requests to South
Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner? If so, please contact us using this form:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/change_request/new?body=south_yorkshire_pcc
Disclaimer: This message and any reply that you make will be published on the internet. Our privacy and
copyright policies:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/help/officers
For more detailed guidance on safely disclosing information, read the latest advice from the ICO:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/help/ico-guidance-for-authorities
Please note that in some cases publication of requests and responses will be delayed.
If you find this service useful as an FOI officer, please ask your web manager to link to us from your
organisation's FOI page.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

andrew lockley <
>
23 August 2018 10:27
The Commissioner
Re: FW: Freedom of Information request - FOI: Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests

Thanks Alan. I wasn't previously aware of the involvement of the FC.
I'd be grateful to be copied into the FoI response when Lynn (presumably) has done it.
Andrew.

Andrew Lockley

On Thursday, 23 August 2018 09:53:01 BST, The Commissioner <

> wrote:

Andrew
For information.
Alan

From:
[mailto:
]
Sent: 22 August 2018 19:38
To: The Commissioner
Subject: Freedom of Information request - FOI: Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests

Dear South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner,
I am writing to you with regards to the Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests produced by the Advisory Panel on Policing
Protests.
I have read SYPCC report and all the information released by SYP under FOI to date.
In the SYPCC report there is no mention of any investigation or discussions with the Forestry Commission about the
legality of the felling. The Forestry Commission first opened there investigation into Sheffield 2017 and is still
continuing.
In the reports I find various mentions regarding the legality, but no mention of the Forestry Commission investigation
into felling.
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while creating Policing
Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
1

1. Any record held by SYPPCC regarding SYP, Amey of Sheffield City Council and their knowledge of the Forestry
Commission investigation. If responsive records are found please provide a copy of any matching records that meet
this request with necessary redactions for personal information.
In the SYPCC report the following claim was presented:
****
6.2 On 21 February 2018, SCC announced that work had to be abandoned at
Nether Edge, Sheffield, S7. Its statement said that protestors appeared to be
using dangerous tactics such as pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and using oil
which could cause chain saws to slip.
****
I have reviewed all the SYP incident logs that have been released there is no reference or reporting of the following
'pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and using oil'
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while creating Policing
Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
2. Any and all records relied upon by SYPCC to include the statement presented in 6.2 of the report. If responsive
records are found please provide a copy of any matching records that meet this request with necessary redactions for
personal information, on going law enforcement activity.
There were three official multi-agency meetings with Amey, SCC and SYP on 5th February 2018, 19th February 2018
and 23rd February. These meeting were audio recorded, and recordings still held by SYP.
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while creating Policing
Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
3. Is there any recorded information relating to SYPCC been informed of the February 5th, 19th & 23rd audio
recordings.
3.1 Is there any recorded information of SYPCC seeking to access these recordings.
3.2 Is there any recorded information as to when these audio recordings reviewed by SYPCC protest advisory board.
Yours faithfully,

------------------------------------------------------------------Please use this email address for all replies to this request:
Is
the wrong address for Freedom of Information requests to South Yorkshire
Police and Crime Commissioner? If so, please contact us using this form:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/change_request/new?body=south_yorkshire_pcc
Disclaimer: This message and any reply that you make will be published on the internet. Our privacy and copyright
policies:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/help/officers
For more detailed guidance on safely disclosing information, read the latest advice from the ICO:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/help/ico-guidance-for-authorities
Please note that in some cases publication of requests and responses will be delayed.
If you find this service useful as an FOI officer, please ask your web manager to link to us from your organisation's
FOI page.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Internet email is not to be treated as a secure means of communication. This communication is intended for the
addressee(s) only. Please notify the sender if received in error. If you are not the intended recipient do not disclose,
distribute, copy, print or rely on any of the information contained within and all copies must be deleted immediately.
Unauthorised use or disclosure of the content may be unlawful. Recipients are responsible for ensuring that all emails and files sent are checked for viruses. No liabilities will be accepted for any damage caused by any virus
transmitted by this email. Opinions expressed in this document may not be official policy.
Consider the environment. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to.
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Fiona Topliss
12 October 2018 15:47
; Sally Parkin
FOI
Tree Report Amends to Para 6.2 V2.docx; 1237 Response V0.3a Trees amended.docx

Hi Andrew
I have spoken with ACC Hartley about the query and the conclusion that we came to was that the sentence about
the tactics should be removed from the report. Can you have a look at the proposed response and amended para
6.2 and come back to me?
Thanks
Fiona

Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner

1

Amended paragraph 6.2:

6.2

On 21 February 2018, SCC announced that work had to be abandoned the
previous week, at Nether Edge, Sheffield S7.*

6.2.1 The statement from SCC on 23 February said that protestors appeared to be
using dangerous tactics.
Footnote:
*Paragraph 6.2 has been amended on X October as it incorrectly referred to the work being
abandoned on 21 February when in fact the statement of 21 February referred to this
happening the previous week.
**This paragraph has been amended following a review of the statements issued on the 21
February and 23 February..

Our Ref: OPCC FOI 1237 (V0.3a)

Date: 09.10.2018

Dear

Freedom of Information Request - Reference No: 1237

REQUEST
In the SYPCC report the following claim was presented:
****
6.2 On 21 February 2018, SCC announced that work had to be abandoned at
Nether Edge, Sheffield, S7. Its statement said that protestors appeared to be
using dangerous tactics such as pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and
glass and using oil which could cause chain saws to slip.
****
I have reviewed all the SYP incident logs that have been released there is no reference or
reporting of the following 'pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and
using oil'
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while
creating Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
2. Any and all records relied upon by SYPCC to include the statement presented in 6.2 of the
report. If responsive records are found please provide a copy of any matching records that meet
this request with necessary redactions for personal information, on going law enforcement activity.

RESPONSE
2.

Information is not held in relation to this question. However under S16 FOIA – ‘Duty to
Assist’, I made enquiries with the authors of the report. They informed me that the
reference to ‘dangerous tactics’ was in the statement from Sheffield City Council on 23
February. No further information is held on the explanation of the tactics and the report has
been amended accordingly.
This was expanded upon verbally during ‘observed’ internal meetings during the planning process
for policing the protests. The examples referred to in para 6.2 of their report came from
these internal meetings, and not as erroneously stated, from any statement of SCC.

If you are unhappy with the way your request for information has been handled, you can request
an internal review by emailing this office.

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk

If you remain dissatisfied with the handling of your request or complaint, you have a right to appeal
to the Information Commissioner at:
The Information Commissioner's Office,
Wycliffe House,
Water Lane,
Wilmslow,
Cheshire, SK9 5AF.
Telephone: 08456 306060 or 01625 545745
Website: www.ico.gov.uk

Yours sincerely
Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk

Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

andrew lockley <
12 October 2018 16:34
Fiona Topliss
; Sally Parkin
Re: FOI

>

Sorry this is going on and on, Fiona.
It won't surprise you to know that I can't accept this. It appears from what has now been drafted that the
Panel invented the lurid examples of the dangerous tactics, rather than simply made a mistake as to the
source.
That will undermine the credibility of the Panel. I would prefer to give the explanation on which we agreed
earlier in the week.
Kind regards
Andrew.

Andrew Lockley

On Friday, 12 October 2018 15:47:35 BST, Fiona Topliss <

> wrote:

Hi Andrew

I have spoken with ACC Hartley about the query and the conclusion that we came to was that the sentence about the tactics
should be removed from the report. Can you have a look at the proposed response and amended para 6.2 and come back to me?
Thanks
Fiona

Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner
Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
1

Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner
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Unauthorised use or disclosure of the content may be unlawful. Recipients are responsible for ensuring that all emails and files sent are checked for viruses. No liabilities will be accepted for any damage caused by any virus
transmitted by this email. Opinions expressed in this document may not be official policy.
Consider the environment. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to.
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Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Fiona Topliss
12 October 2018 17:18
'andrew lockley'
; Sally Parkin
RE: FOI
1237 Response V0.3a Trees - amended 2.docx

Hi
I have spoken with Erika and after going round in numerous circles the alternative suggestion, which I am sure will
sit better with you, is pasted below. I will need to speak with ACC Hartley as they will then have to deal with any
requests for the Comms Plan. Erika’s advice is that they would not be able to redact that paragraph as it is now in
the public domain. If ACC Hartley is not in agreement can you speak with him on Wednesday to discuss something
that will suit you both? I have also attached a draft of the FOI response for the amends below.
Thanks
Fiona

Amended paragraph 6.2:
6.2

On 21 February 2018, SCC announced that work had to be abandoned the previous week,
at Nether Edge, Sheffield S7.*

6.2.1 The statement from SCC on 23 February said that protestors appeared to be using
dangerous tactics. These tactics were expanded upon in the Force’s Communications Plan,
which was supplied as part of the review process. This explained that the ‘dangerous
tactics’ involved pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and
using oil which could cause chain saws to slip.**
Footnote:
*Paragraph 6.2 has been amended on X October as it incorrectly referred to the work being
abandoned on 21 February when in fact the statement of 21 February referred to this happening
the previous week.
**This paragraph has been expanded following a review of the statements issued on the 21
February and 23 February to clarify where this information was obtained.

From: andrew lockley [mailto
Sent: 12 October 2018 16:34
To: Fiona Topliss

]

1

Cc:
Subject: Re: FOI

Sally Parkin

Sorry this is going on and on, Fiona.
It won't surprise you to know that I can't accept this. It appears from what has now been drafted that the
Panel invented the lurid examples of the dangerous tactics, rather than simply made a mistake as to the
source.
That will undermine the credibility of the Panel. I would prefer to give the explanation on which we agreed
earlier in the week.
Kind regards
Andrew.

Andrew Lockley

On Friday, 12 October 2018 15:47:35 BST, Fiona Topliss <

> wrote:

Hi Andrew

I have spoken with ACC Hartley about the query and the conclusion that we came to was that the sentence about the tactics
should be removed from the report. Can you have a look at the proposed response and amended para 6.2 and come back to me?
Thanks
Fiona

Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner
Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH

Tel:

5

Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
2

Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Internet email is not to be treated as a secure means of communication. This communication is intended for the
addressee(s) only. Please notify the sender if received in error. If you are not the intended recipient do not disclose,
distribute, copy, print or rely on any of the information contained within and all copies must be deleted immediately.
Unauthorised use or disclosure of the content may be unlawful. Recipients are responsible for ensuring that all emails and files sent are checked for viruses. No liabilities will be accepted for any damage caused by any virus
transmitted by this email. Opinions expressed in this document may not be official policy.
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Our Ref: OPCC FOI 1237 (V0.3a)

Date: 09.10.2018

Dear

Freedom of Information Request - Reference No: 1237

REQUEST
In the SYPCC report the following claim was presented:
****
6.2 On 21 February 2018, SCC announced that work had to be abandoned at
Nether Edge, Sheffield, S7. Its statement said that protestors appeared to be
using dangerous tactics such as pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and
glass and using oil which could cause chain saws to slip.
****
I have reviewed all the SYP incident logs that have been released there is no reference or
reporting of the following 'pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and
using oil'
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while
creating Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
2. Any and all records relied upon by SYPCC to include the statement presented in 6.2 of the
report. If responsive records are found please provide a copy of any matching records that meet
this request with necessary redactions for personal information, on going law enforcement activity.

RESPONSE
2.

Information is not held in relation to this question. However under S16 FOIA – ‘Duty to
Assist’, I made enquiries with the authors of the report. This was expanded upon within the
Force’s Communications Plan that was supplied to the Panel as part of the resources for
review.

If you are unhappy with the way your request for information has been handled, you can request
an internal review by emailing this office.
If you remain dissatisfied with the handling of your request or complaint, you have a right to appeal
to the Information Commissioner at:
The Information Commissioner's Office,

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk

Wycliffe House,
Water Lane,
Wilmslow,
Cheshire, SK9 5AF.
Telephone: 08456 306060 or 01625 545745
Website: www.ico.gov.uk

Yours sincerely
Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk

Sally Parkin
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

andrew lockley <
>
12 October 2018 17:28
Fiona Topliss
; Sally Parkin
Re: FOI
1237 Response V0.3a Trees - amended 2 (1).docx

Thanks for this further email, Fiona.
The re-working of 6.2 is now agreed, but the draft response to the FoI request needs the additional words
which I have inserted (see tracked changes on attachment) to make sense, I think.
Hope we can now wrap this up - but I have said that before on this issue.
Kind regards
Andrew.

Andrew Lockley

On Friday, 12 October 2018 17:17:43 BST, Fiona Topliss <

wrote:

Hi

I have spoken with Erika and after going round in numerous circles the alternative suggestion, which I am sure will sit
better with you, is pasted below. I will need to speak with ACC Hartley as they will then have to deal with any
requests for the Comms Plan. Erika’s advice is that they would not be able to redact that paragraph as it is now in the
public domain. If ACC Hartley is not in agreement can you speak with him on Wednesday to discuss something that
will suit you both? I have also attached a draft of the FOI response for the amends below.

Thanks
Fiona

Amended paragraph 6.2:

1

6.2

On 21 February 2018, SCC announced that work had to be abandoned the previous week, at Nether Edge,

Sheffield S7.*

6.2.1 The statement from SCC on 23 February said that protestors appeared to be using dangerous tactics. These tactics
were expanded upon in the Force’s Communications Plan, which was supplied as part of the review process. This
explained that the ‘dangerous tactics’ involved pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and
using oil which could cause chain saws to slip.**

Footnote:

*Paragraph 6.2 has been amended on X October as it incorrectly referred to the work being abandoned on 21 February when in
fact the statement of 21 February referred to this happening the previous week.
**This paragraph has been expanded following a review of the statements issued on the 21 February and 23 February to clarify
where this information was obtained.

From: andrew lockley [mailto:
Sent: 12 October 2018 16:34
To: Fiona Topliss
Cc:
; Sally Parkin
Subject: Re: FOI

]

Sorry this is going on and on, Fiona.

It won't surprise you to know that I can't accept this. It appears from what has now been drafted that the Panel invented the lurid
examples of the dangerous tactics, rather than simply made a mistake as to the source.

That will undermine the credibility of the Panel. I would prefer to give the explanation on which we agreed earlier in the week.

Kind regards

Andrew.

2

Andrew Lockley

On Friday, 12 October 2018 15:47:35 BST, Fiona Topliss <

k> wrote:

Hi Andrew

I have spoken with ACC Hartley about the query and the conclusion that we came to was that the sentence about the tactics
should be removed from the report. Can you have a look at the proposed response and amended para 6.2 and come back to me?
Thanks
Fiona

Fiona Topliss
Community Engagement & Communications Manager
South Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner
Ground Floor, Carbrook House, Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH

Tel:
Email:
Web: www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
Follow on Facebook and Twitter (@SYPCC) for the latest updates from the Commissioner
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any of the information contained within and all copies must be deleted immediately. Unauthorised use or disclosure of the content
may be unlawful. Recipients are responsible for ensuring that all e-mails and files sent are checked for viruses. No liabilities will
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be accepted for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. Opinions expressed in this document may not be
official policy.
Consider the environment. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to.
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Our Ref: OPCC FOI 1237 (V0.3a)

Date: 09.10.2018

Dear

Freedom of Information Request - Reference No: 1237

REQUEST
In the SYPCC report the following claim was presented:
****
6.2 On 21 February 2018, SCC announced that work had to be abandoned at
Nether Edge, Sheffield, S7. Its statement said that protestors appeared to be
using dangerous tactics such as pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and
glass and using oil which could cause chain saws to slip.
****
I have reviewed all the SYP incident logs that have been released there is no reference or
reporting of the following 'pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and
using oil'
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while
creating Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report:
2. Any and all records relied upon by SYPCC to include the statement presented in 6.2 of the
report. If responsive records are found please provide a copy of any matching records that meet
this request with necessary redactions for personal information, on going law enforcement activity.

RESPONSE
2.

Information is not held in relation to this question. However under S16 FOIA – ‘Duty to
Assist’, I made enquiries with the authors of the report. SCC’s statement of 23 February,
which referred to protestors using dangerous tactics, This was expanded upon within the
Force’s Communications Plan that was supplied to the Panel as part of the resources for
review.

If you are unhappy with the way your request for information has been handled, you can request
an internal review by emailing this office.
If you remain dissatisfied with the handling of your request or complaint, you have a right to appeal
to the Information Commissioner at:

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk

The Information Commissioner's Office,
Wycliffe House,
Water Lane,
Wilmslow,
Cheshire, SK9 5AF.
Telephone: 08456 306060 or 01625 545745
Website: www.ico.gov.uk

Yours sincerely
Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire

Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire
5 Carbrook Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EH
Email: thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk

